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Weather

Today: Isolated
thunderstorms with a high
in the low 90s and a low in
the mid 70s.
Friday: More isolated
thunderstorms with a high
of 93 and a low of 75.

GSU presidential
search panels
announced
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Sports

Special to G-A

Football preseason workouts
still in effect

GSU's first scheduled
scrimmage of fall camp
took place Tuesday.
Please see story,
page 7A

Features

GSU's RAs have a
lot to deal with

'¥-

Although these students
may have a stressful
jobs, they are ready for
another great year.
Please see story,
page 1B

GSU's sports
managers have it
together
See what the men behind
the scenes do when it
comes to GSU sports.
Please see story,
page 1B

Today's Word

Pseudomnesia
(sudomNEZyu)
n.
"memory" of things that
never happened.
Source: Weird Words
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It is a desire of The George-Anne
to print the news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as
possible. If you believe that something covered is in error, contact
the editor at 681-5246 as soon as
possible. Thank you.
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Got Water?

Sarah Trucksis

Taking a quick break from the hot summer sun, GSU linebacker, Josh Smithers, gets a cool refreshment.
The Eagles have been hard at work preparing for the first game, which takes place Sept. 5 at Paulson Stadium.

The two, committees that will
assist the Board of Regents in
selecting a new president for
GSU were jointly announced July
22 by University System Chancellor Stephen R. Portch and
Board of Regents Chairman
Edgar L. Jenkins.
The Special Regents' Committee will be chaired by Regent
David H. Averitt and Regent
Charles H. Jones will serve as
vice chair. Regents J. Tom
Coleman, Jr., Donald M.
Leebern, Jr., and John Hunt also
will serve as members of the committee, with Regent Jenkins and
Chancellor Portch serving as exofficio members.
The Presidential Search and
Advisory Committee, consisting
of nine representatives from the
university, the campus and
Statesboro communities, was appointed by Chancellor Portch
from nominees submitted by the
respective groups. The advisory
committee has the charge of providing five unranked finalists to
the chancellor and the Special
Regents' Committee.
The presidential search committee will be chaired by Trey
Denton, an associate professor
of marketing who has served on
the GSU faculty since 1992, m
the College of Business Administration.
Other faculty members tapped
to serve include: Wilmer Grant,
associate professor ofphysics and
faculty member since 1982 who
has been repeatedly recognized
for service and instruction; Jane
Rhoades Hudak, a professor of
art and a faculty member since
1989; Amy Heaston, an assistant professor of early childhood
education and reading and a faculty member since 1991.

Staff members will be represented by Samuel Q. Baker, director of athletics at GSU since
1996. Jennifer Washburn, a junior public relations major who
serves as vice president of academic affairs for the SGA and on
the Undergraduate Council, will
represent the student body. The
GSU Foundation will be represented by Thomas C. Hester of
Savannah, a 1970 graduate of
GSU community bank president
of First Liberty Bank and a member of the GSU Foundation Board
of Directors.
The Alumni Association will
be represented by William
Michael Cummings of Dublin,
treasurer of the GSU Alumni
Board of Directors and a key
advocate of the implementation
of GSU's football program.
Patsy Bobo, a long-time, active member of the Statesboro
community and supporter of
GSU, its foundation and the
Statesboro-Georgia Southern
Symphony, will represent the
community on the search committee.
The nationwide presidential
search is expected to be completed in time to fill the
president's post prior to June 30,
1999. An executive search firm
will-be selected to assist in the
process.
"We intend to cast an extremely wide net to identify the
absolute best candidate to serve
as the new president of Georgia
Southern," Portch said. "Georgia Southern and this region of
the state deserve a top-notch
president who can build on the
remarkable past record success
by working in partnership with
the chancellor and the board to
develop an even stronger academic institution."

Bleicken replaces
Carter as Vice President
of Academic Affairs
By Laura Owens
Senior Staff Writer

Linda Bleicken has replaced
Harry Carter as interim vice
president of academic affairs.
Carter has currently been serving as university president since
the resignation of former president Nicholas Henry. Bleicken
took over as interim vice president on July 1st.
"I was asked by Harry Carter
to serve in this position. I said
yes because I felt it was an opportunity to serve faculty, students, and also our staff,"
Bleicken said.
According to Bleicken, a memo
was sent out by Carter, asking
for suggestions and input from
the deans and vice presidents
before selecting her to fill the
position.
According to Bleicken, the role
of the provost is to make certain
GSU is following its mission
statement and its guiding principles at every level, to make
decisions regarding the allocation of resources, and to help
guide the cirriculum and direction of GSU.
"The role of provost is facilitating the academic side of what
goes on at GSU," she said.
According to her resume,
Bleicken has a doctor of philosophy in business administration,
a master of science in business
administration, and a bachelor
of business administration from

Georgia State University.
She has served as assistant
professor of management, acting chair of the department of
management and associate pro-

fessor of management at GSU.
She also served as chair of the
strategic planning council of GSU
for three years.
"Working with the council, I
got a global perspective of what
GSU does. That sometimes
doesn't happen when you're in
Academic Affairs only."
She said she would interact
directly with students based on
how much interaction they want
and in what form.
"One of the things I really want
to do is to be accessible to students and faculty," she said.
Bleicken said speaking with
SGA and f etting input from them
is important.
"I would welcome input from
students as to what you [the students] desire,", said Bleicken.
Bleicken said her new position
would be a great challenge but
also a great opportunity to serve.
\

Sarah trucksis

They are Officially Eagles:Members of GSU's freshman class listen as Acting President Harry Carter
greets the crowd at Tuesday's Freshman Convocation at Hanner Fieldhouse.

Carter relays advice to freshmen at Convocation
By Kelley McGonnell
Editor

The freshmen of 1998 are officially Eagles
after the Freshman Convocation last Tuesday
at the Hanner Fieldhouse. The class met after
the first meetings of the GSU 1210 classes for
the official university greeting.
Acting President Harry Carter greeted the
class with a few jokes and brief advice. He told
the students to be persistant in their strive for
excellence.
"Persistance and determination are all powerful," Carter said.
He also told them to take responsibility for
themselves and their actions.
"Part of integrity is grit," he said.
By telling a story of former Georgia Southern
President Marvin Pittman who was fired for

standing up for diversity, Carter told students to take
pride in their individuality.
After discussing the book freshmen were required
to read, "Whisper of the River," Carter told students
to keep an open mind when dealing with college
experiences.
"A mind is like a parachute," he said. "It only works
when open."
Among the other speakers greeting the class was
SGA President Russell Keen. He gave the freshmen
and transfer students their Eagle wings and told
them what it meant to be an Eagle.
"Eagles are courageous hunters, they can soar
without flapping their wings...they have keen
eyesight...[and are] strong," Keen said.
He said that the new class should exemplify bravery, strength, freedom and honor and that no one else
please see Freshmen page 16A
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

POLICE BEAT

Statesboro Police Department
August 19

• Caleb Andrew McGaughey,
19, 2517 Collins Port Cove, was
charged with underage possession of alcohol at University
Plaza.

August 18

• A resident of University
Pointe Apartments reported a
harassment.
• A resident of Denmark
Street reported a bicycle theft
at Fox Ridge Apartments.

Things to do at GSU
August 13

• Stewart Ashley Hamilton,
19, of 81 Park Place was
charged with underage possession of alcohol at Southern Arcade.
• Scott William Vaughn, 19,
of 49 Hawthorne II was charged
with underage possession of
alcohol at Southern Arcade.
• Takesha Widerman, 23, of
6-B Little Lott's Creek Apartments reported harassment.
•Ivory Smith, 18, of 462 E.C.
Hunnicutt Rd. reported entering auto.
• Shane Smallwood, 24, of
Stockbridge, Ga., reported damage to property at Blind Willie's
on Old Register Rd.

• Michelle Reeves, 21, of 2104
Bryant Court reported criminal trespass.
• Barbara Ann Rhodes, 21,
of 314 D Langston Chapel Rd
reported entering auto.
• Kedra S. Lewis, 22, of 111 August 12
Rucker Lane #37, reported a
• Jennifer Lee, 21, of 414
sick person at # 79.
Clifton Rd. reported simple bat• Angie L. Presson, 24, re- tery at 226 Raymond Street.
ported battery at Stiles Inn.
• Limwill Preston, III, 24, of
• Robert Duane Lamb, 26, of 125 A West Parrish Street re137 University Pointe reported ported theft by taking.
criminal trespass.
• Melissa C. Rudolph, 20, of
130
Stadium Walk Apartments,
• Nicole Allen, 18, of 2604
reported
entering auto.
Pulaski Hwy reported entering
auto at Wal-Mart.
• Joel Driggers, 19, of 3940
Stilson Leefield Rd. reported
entering auto at Pawn City on
North Zetterower.
• Patrick Griffis, 18, of 612 B
Yorktown Place reported financial transaction card fraud.

August 17

• Katherine Robinson, 18, of
155 Pine Haven Apartments
reported harassing phone calls.
•Erin Melinda Borgner, 18,
of 66 Campus Courtyard reported criminal trespass.
• Sharonda Robinson, 19, of
Rt. 1 Box 203, Register, GA,
reported harassing phone calls
at Bulloch Memorial Hospital.

August 16

• Shati Rivers, 20, of 28
Blakewood Apartments reported lost or stolen property
at Save-A-Lot on Northside
Drive East.
•Amanda Cofer, 20, of 51
Towne Club reported lost or
stolen property.
• Raymond Taylor Hines, 20,
of 1045 Mulberry Street reported burglary.
• Everett Thomas of Greenwood Trailer Park reported aggravated assault at Blind
Willie's on Old Register Rd.

August 15

• Sheree Renee Roberts, 19,
of Pine Haven Apartments reported theft by taking at Family Dollar.

August 14

•ErnestRoberts,23, of 1131A Starling Rd. Pembroke reported battery at 101-B Emmit
Street.

August 11

• Beth Hartley, 20, of Bermuda Run reported a suspicious
person.
• Kim McClendon, 21, of 28
Eagle Creek Townhouses reported burglary.

August 9

• Matthew Ryan, 21, of 1507B Mike-Ann Drive reported'
burglary.

•There will be an ROTC
Rappelling Demonstration
at the Henderson Library from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

August 7

• Mitzi Atkinson, 23, of 51
Grady Johnson Trailer Park
reported burglary.
• Lakeshia Middleton, 19, of
#18 University Pointe reported
criminal trespass.
• Deborah E. Gordon, 20, of
6 Science Circle reported theft
by taking at 161 Player's Club.
• Levon D. Simmons, 20, of
212 Lanier Drive reported entering auto.
• Monica Thompson, 19, of
251 Knight Drive reported harassment.

•There will be a Survival
Skill Workshop: Planning
Your Day at Towne Club Apts.
Clubhouse at 4 p.m.
•There will be a Survival
Skill Workshop: Surviving at
GSU at Towne Club Apts. Clubhouse at 5 p.m.

Friday, August 21

• CLASSES START!

• There will be a Business
Expo from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Russell Union Rotunda.
Meet the merchants of

Statesboro.
•Eagle Cinema will present
"Scream" at 7 p.m. and
"Scream 2" at 9:30 p.m. in the
Russell Union Theatre.

Saturday, August 22
•Meet the Eagles: Meet the
Eagles football team kick footballs on the field, get your picture taken with Gus, the mas1
cot; listen to the marching band
and learn the GSU cheers from
the Cheerleaders and win prizes
at Paulson Stadium!

August 6

• Roy Loe Hopson, Rt 1 Box
304, Lorrington, Texas, was
arrested and charged with DUI
(Refused Tent) and Weaving.
• Ron Holmes, 21, of 132
Campus Courtyard, reported
burglary.
• Keith Tremain Brinson, 23,
of 8720 Hwy 301 South was
charged with DUI and weaving
at Player's Club Apartments.

Editor's Note: Police Beat
appears in every issue of The
George-Anne in an effort to inform the GSU community of the
amount, nature and location of
crimes. All reports are public
record and as such are obtained
from
the Statesboro Police DeAugust 10
partment and the GSU Divi• Matt Escheobach, 20, of
230 Lanier Drive reported lost sion of Public Safety.
or stolen property at #73
Player's Club Apartments.
• Scott Olin Osterhoudt, 23,
of Catherine Avenue was arrested and charged with obstruction of an officer and possession of marijuana.

Today

Park Place Apartments reported theft by taking.

• The Residence Halls -will
hold mandatory meetings at
6 p.m.
•There will be a Creative
Dating interactive presentation in the Russell Union Ballroom. It will provide over 250
new ideas for dating that are
fun, inexpensive and safe.

FRATERNITY
RUSH
REGISTER
NOW
Greek Life Office
Russell Union

THE HEN HOUSE

(Statesboro's BIGGEST & BEST!)
• New Sports Posters and Frames
• Ty Beanie Babies, Pillow Pals and
Plush
• Boyd's Bears, Dreamsicles and
Lighthouses
• Precious Moments and Cherished
Teddies
• Anne Geddes Posters, Notepads and
Calendars
• Candles, Hand Therapy and Fragrance
Sachets
• Gift Baskets, Balloons and FREE
• WRAPPING!

THE HEN HOUSE

■■/

m
%,

Statesboro Mall

Mon-Sat 10-9 pm

764-3525

August 8

• At approximately 2:41 a.m.,
a GSU police officer found two
window screens lying on the
ground against the Nursing II
building. Officers searched the
building and found a back door
unlocked and several doors
kicked in. Various computer
items were taken from the
building. The actual number
and value were not known at
the time of this report.

Bits...

• Chris Geyerman of 605
Timbervicke Drive reported
credit card fraud at the Ramada
Inn, South Main Street.
• Nick Jost, 21, of 2500
Woodward Rd. recovered a stolen vehicle at Pinewood Court
Apartments.

• •

• Troy Michael Davis, 22, of
202 Wendwood Drive reported
a sick person on Gentilly Road.
• Sherica Maddox, 21, of

•

Bytes...

•

Welcome back to GSU.

Bucks!

CnOO TCOm < 000

JUHR I com
Sly Colquitt, Student
Coordinator
Bridgette Bridges
Tommika Capers
Chad Carter
Mark Cheatham
Jaime Davis
Jennifer Dorner
Nima Farsinejad
Kiana Hamlett

iroo

Nicole Hammock
Erin Helbling
Christina Jenkins
Pete Kerin
Krista Magalhaes
Pearl Middleton
Jamie Milligan
Erica Mine

With First Bulloch Bank's Internet Banking, you can manage your financial matters
anytime it's convenient - 365 days a year, 24 hours a day. Our service lets you pay
bills, transfer funds or review your checking account status from your nearest
on-line connection. Now you don't have to wait for your monthly statement to
know the status of your bank account.
And all of your transactions with our bank are fully protected with a state-of-the-art
security system. The only one like it in Statesboro!

Disa Richardson
Kristi Wortham

Never Have We Ever...
Had the Best Summer Ever!

in

EQUAL
HOUSING
LENDER

Cvan

■ B FIRST BULLOCH BANK
DOWNTOWN • COLtEGE PLAZA • THE MALL • NORTHSIDE • GSU
CHANDLER ROAD • WAL-MART • PORTAL' LANIER DRIVE • 0TI

Member FDIC
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ONLY IN AMERICA...

0 Minnesota

Teen vandal ordered
to watch movie

The Associated Press

WINONA—A teen-ager was
ordered to watch "Saving Private Ryan," Steven Spielberg's
movie about a World War II
rescue mission, as part of his
sentence for vandalizing a veterans' memorial park.
Roger Bendickson "didn't really know what a veteran was"
and committed a "stupid
drunken act" when he and two
others bent three flag poles at
the park July 4, said corrections agent Terry Marnach, who
recommended the unique sentence.
Bendickson, 18, must report
what he learned from the movie,
.pay for his share of $296 in
-{^damages and perform 20 hours
of community service. He wrote
an apology published Friday in
the local newspaper. A 90-day
jail term won't be imposed if he
stays out of trouble for one year.
"Maybe after seeing the
movie you'll see why people
, fought for this country, and why
people like you can walk around
and be a vandal, I guess," Judge
Dennis Challeen said Friday as
. dozens of veterans in uniforms

^® Montana

Fair Bans Smokey
and Sparky

The Associated Press

MISSOULA—Smokey Bear
and Sparky the Fire Dog, those
beacons of fire prevention, have
been booted from the Western

Thursday, August 20,1998 — Page 3

Montana Fair grounds.
T\
"A fair official came up (Thurs-^1
«_ y
day) and asked Sparky to leave,"
VWLA
said D.C. Haas, a fire prevention
INT~T?\
specialist. "We said this is really
unusual. Let's get the facts
straight. So we asked them for
something in writing."
A three-sentence statement
from the fair's Board of Directors
arrived the next day. It said no
walk-around costume characters
or mascots are allowed on the
grounds.
"The kids congregate around
•° a.
r
\
them and just mob them," said
Fair Board chairman Charlie
Deschamps. "They don't pay attention to other things, like mov- ing and his friend, Randell James sit Authority, said people foring vehicles."
Baker, 45, was in Lee County get all kinds of valuable and not
Because of these safety haz- Jail.The two men were playing a so valuable items on the city's
ards, Smokey and Sparky may marksmanship game in a remote, municipal buses.
remain on the grounds only if wooded area often used as a camp
Some of the most common
they stay in a booth, Deschamps by the homeless. They were try- items are umbrellas and keys.
said.
ing to shoot the button off each But Sharrer has come to expect
Marshall Kyle of the Missoula other's baseball caps, according the unexpected, like the man
City Fire Department denounced to Lee County sheriffs deputies. who left without his prosthesis.
the decision. "It's pretty alarmThey were sitting about six to Sharrer said the rider who left
ing to me when you have chil- eight feet away from each other behind the artificial leg claimed
dren you're trying to teach fire Saturday night when Baker fired it, but Sharrer wasn't in the
safety and you throw the method his .22-caliber rifle as Callahan office then.
of teaching off the fairgrounds," turned toward him. The bullet
"I didn't return it to him, so I
he said.
struck the left side of Callahan's don't know what his explanaforehead, said sheriffs spokes- tion was," he said. Other people
© Florida
man Larry King.
have unintentionally parted
with their lunches, diaper bags,
Way off target: man
O Pennsylvania
including a dirty diaper or two
shoots friend in head
Bus accumulation
— and gym bags containing wet
The Associated Press
The Associated Press
towels. The smell becomes overERIE — George Sharrer has whelming if Sharrer, who's reBONITA SPRINGS—A man
trying to shoot the button off the seen it all left behind on Erie's sponsible for the lost items, fortop of a baseball cap missed his buses. One man forgot his artifi- gets to remove the food, the
target and instead struck his cial leg and students separately dirty diapers or the wet towels
friend in the forehead, authori- have left behind enough instru- before he stores the items in
ments to start a five-piece band. what's called — what else? —
ties said.
Sharrer, the night dispatcher the "lost and found room" at the
Robert Callahan, 47, was in
critical condition Monday morn- for the Erie Metropolitan Tran- EMTA offices.

'
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Drive in theater
gives new
meaning to car
culture
The Associated Press

';;

LOS ANGELES — It's finally
happened in this car-obsessed
city: Theater has gone drive-in.
Patrons at the Wolfskill Theater watch a play from the comfort of their bucket seats.
1 No applause here. The members of the audience show their
appreciation by honking their
horns.
"Why not? I've always had a
concept that theater should be
fun," said playwright Joel Bloom,
whose comedy "Mayhem at
Mayfield Mall" is in the middle
of a 12-week run.
Located in downtown's arts
warehouse district, the playhouse is much like a drive-in
movie but for only about 25 cars.
The theatergoers tune in their
radios to hear the play, which is
broadcast on a low-frequency signal. Patrons can sit in or on their
cars.
Admission is $40 for four-door
cars and $30 for two-door cars.
No sport utility vehicles or vans
are allowed. A concession stand
offers hot dogs, popcorn, wine
and other beverages.
Gina Burridge, one of those at
Friday night's performance, said
she likes the drive-in theater
concept because it's perfect for
Southern California's warm
weather.
Tony Mendoza said he's grateful for the opportunity not to
worry about someone breaking
into his car.
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Former intern sues over
'tonight show1 routine

The Associated Press

NOVI — A former intern who
contends she suffered embarrassment and indignity when "Tonight Show" host Jay Leno joked
about her picture with President
Clinton has filed a lawsuit.
Carrie Photsios seeks more
than $75,000 from Leno and
three other
defendants,
including
Detroit's WDIV-TV, which aired
the show. The lawsuit was filed
in Wayne County Circuit Court.
The photo shows Ms. Photsios
standing next to Clinton while
she interned at the Department

of Justice in Washington, D.C.
The photo was used in an Albion
College recruitment brochure
with wording boasting of students' opportunities for "handson experience." Leno read it on
his Feb. 9 show.
"Look! Go to this school and
you could become a college intern," court documents quote
Leno as saying on the program
while displaying the photo. "And
your dad gets to pay for it!"
"Unless you or your family
has been through it, you can't
understand what it's like,"

Broad River
Outpost
(706) 795-11^2

»*9Sw."
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Being a social butterfly can be your
best bet for a good time at GSU

Hello and welcome from the George-Anne staff! We are
all ready to kick off the new year under the semester
system and hope all our readers are up for a great time
here at.Southern.
Every year we like to offer some humble advice to new
students, especially those of you who are freshmen.
We've all been new students here, and we know it can be
a tad bit nerve-wracking, but we've made the best of all
experiences and are happy to be back.
The major mistake many new students make is just
sitting at home wishing they were somewhere else, not
doing anything about it.
You have to get out and find things to do. Yes, everyone
says how boring Statesboro can be, but when you think
about it, there's really a variety of options sure to suit
even the most picky person.
You've probably got a hobby or two that you're really
interested in, so do something about it!
GSU offers a zillion different student organizations
and there's got to be one for you, probably even two or
three. Go to the meetings and see if it's what you want.
Don't worry if you won't know anyone there because,
chances are, there's going to be a lot of new students in
the same boat you're in at the first several meetings.
The city of Statesboro also offers different civic and
recreational organiztions which are open to GSU students, so try some of these.
There's always something going on at Statesboro's
local clubs. This is a great way to meet new people and
have fun in the process. Even if you aren't "legal," there's
plenty of dancing and socializing to go around here.
Or, you can just kick back and enjoy a game of pool
while you're there.Either way you go, you're going to
meet people and probably get to know a new friend or
two.
Statesboro's restaurant scene has expanded, and is
still growing, so hitting some local eating facilities with
your buddies and catching a movie afterwards is something just about anyone would enjoy occasionally.
The key to a great time here at GSU is involvement.
Whether you're active in campus organizations or just
getting out of your place for the night, you have to
broaden your horizons somehow.
If you don't, we can promise you that you won't be
taking advantage of all that's offered to you. In the
process, you'll probably be miserable here, so get out and
have some fun!

Send your letters to the
editor to PO Box 8001.
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and
guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern
University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced,
please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works
format. All submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and
phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to
remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to
print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.

Here's what you missed over the summer
Welcome to GSU. We have an
exciting year ahead of us with
the conversion to the semester
system, an interim president and
vice president and the search for
a new, permanent head of GSU.
We, as students, have a decision
to make in September when elections are held to elect a city council representative to be a voice
for our district.
While most of you were gone,
I was here trying to get used to
my new job as editor. I came to
the conclusion that I have a lot to
learn. But what I already know
is that I want the George-Anne to
be where students and faculty go
to get the latest and most accurate news that affects the GSU
community.
I am open to and begging for
suggestions and help from anyone who thinks the paper needs
a nudge in the right direction.
The paper's staff is made up of
students and we are willing to
learn.
Anyway, this summer some
very interesting things happened. Cory Andrews, the city
councilman for District 4, the
mostly student-populated district, resigned from the seat with
very little explanation. He did
not resign in time for the seat to
be filled by the July 21 election,
so a special election will be held
on September 15 to fill the vacancy. The election will cost the

city anywhere between $8,000 to
$10,000 but it may be worth it,
because us, the students and constituents of District 4, are back
and ready to vote. Keep picking
up the George-Anne for more

but a little late. Former GSU
President Nick Henry has been
saying Georgia needed more engineering training for years and
that GSU needed an engineering school. So, he resigns amidst

I WANT THE GEORGE-ANNE TO BE WHERE
STUDENTS AND FACULTY GO TO GET THE LATEST AND
MOST ACCURATE NEWS THAT AFFECTS THE GSU
COMMUNITY.
information on the four candidates running for the seat.
Another interesting thing to
note is that the Board of Regents
has now announced that there is
a need more for engineering
training in Georgia. Chancellor
Stephen Portch stated last week
that he will propose to the Board
of Regents that Georgia Tech and
GSU work together to offer a
bachelor of science program in
computer and software engineering to be based at GSU.
Sounds great, right? Of course,

controversy over engineering and
then four months later the Regents say "Hey, maybe we need
more engineering training"?
Hello! They should have listened to Henry months ago. We
would already have these programs underway and a president that knew where to take
them. Now, we have to find a
president and then hope, he or
she has the same vision for GSU.
It was a shame that Henry was
allowed to resign at such a pivotal time.

Your Opinion
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Organ donation
to be stressed at
business expo

Editor:
The numbers are disturbing.
Ten people will die needlessly
today because a life-saving organ is not available. Tragically,
more than 4,000 deaths annually are attributed to end-stage
organ disease. According to the
United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) more than 60,000
people—includingmore than 850
Georgians alone— are on waiting lists for organs in the United
States, with an average waiting
time of around 400 days.
Unfortunately, the need for
organs and tissue far outweighs
the current supply. Although
most Americans support organ
donation, only a small percentage actually sign donor cards and
share their decisions with family members, the second crucial
step to ensuring that wishes are
followed.
Many barriers to donation remain including race and religious
issues, as well as a host of gen-

eral misconceptions. If we are to
succeed in eliminating these barriers, we need to ensure that
Georgians understand the need
for organ and tissue donors and
accept this concept as a personal
responsibility.
For the third year in a row,
the Coalition has launched a
state-wide educational campaign
targeting colleges and universities around the state. Because
the college years typically
represetn teh time when people
make life-long value decision,
The Georgia Coalition on
Donation's goal is to help instill
the concept that the organ donor
commitment is a fundamental
personal responsibility.
Georgia Southern University
is among the schools participating in the statewide campaign.
The Coalition will be on campus
tomorrow, August 21 from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. participating in
the GSU Business Expo outside
the Russell Union to help educate students about the need for
organ and tissue donors. Additional educational programs also
are being planned through GSU's
resident assitant's program and

at the campus bookstore.
Please support this worthwhile cause by signing your donor card and, more importantly,
sharing your decision with a
loved one. For a free brochure
and donor cards, please call 1(800)-355-SHARE.
Sincerely,
Lauren Biggs,
Coalition Chairperson

A word of thanks from
a stressed editor
I had to re-register for my
classes Wednesday morning
while trying to put out this edition of the paper; my first as
editor. I was stressed and worried but a few GSU employees
made my life much easier.
I wanted to personally thank
the secretary in the literature
and philosophy department for
finding someone to advise me.
Dr. James Nichols, thank you
for a great advisement. He
checked to make sure the classes
I wanted were still open and also
that I would be able to handle
the course load. He then intro-

But he did leave GSU in very
capable hands. Harry Carter assumed the role as president on
July 1 and Linda Bleicken filled
the vice president of academic
affairs post on the same day. So
far the two have seen one class
graduate and another class join
the school. They seem to be working hard at seeing that GSU continues to follow the course already set by Henry.
In other news, GSU student
Saint Rooks rode his bike across
country to raise money for the
Wildlife Center and GSU hosted
the 50th Anniversary Watermelon cuttings over the summer.
Maybe more important is that
the George-Anne office got
painted a lovely shade of yellow
with a sage green accent color.
(OK, that is not important to
anyone but us, but feel free to
stop by and see the new decor.)
So, to the new students, welcome to GSU. I hope you enjoy
the George-Anne and that you
always feel free to use it to your
advantage. To returning students, welcome home. If you see
something you want changed,
come to us and use this paper.
This is a student paper; Run by
students, for students. Write letters to the editor, send in Back
Talks and come by and sign on to
be a writer. We will be happy to
have any input you want to provide.
^j i

i. 4-u:„ ...

duced me to John Parcels, the
chair of the department.
Thank you Mr. Parcels. He
checked a printout to make sure
none of the classes on my schedule were closed out during registration this week.
And then the wonderful lady
in the registrar's office who made
me a new time card, thanks.
The lady who registered me
noticed that one of the classes
came up wrong and I was able to
fix it so I got the right class. She
did not have to pay attention,
but she did.
And then the wonderful lady
who handed me my schedule.
She asked how I was and I said I
was stressed. She said a short
prayer for me right there that
totally changed my attitude and
put me at peace.
So, to anyone who thinks no
one at this university takes time
to care, I will tell you that you
are wrong. I registered with no
problems and even got a little
inspiration.
Thank you to everyone who
helped.
Kelley McGonnell,
GSU senior
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FROM THE
END ZONE
]AME HODGES

Good morning, everybody.
Welcome to the first day of
class. If you checked your syllabus correctly, you will find
the name of the course you
signed up for this semester,
entitled "GSU Sports 101: The
Freshman Seminar." Although mainly for freshmen,
this class also applies to transfers.
Before I start my lecture, let
me introduce myself. You may
call me Professor Hodges. I
am a visiting professor from
Bristol University's School of
Football. This year I will devote exclusively to teaching
GSU freshmen the basic fundamental values of school
spirit for this university, while
at the same time, enlightening
everyone on the unique sports
culture we possess here. Now
let me digress with this lecture
and discuss the course requirements.
There are two names you
must never forget while you go
to school here: Tracy Ham and
Erk Russell. Study them,
memorize them, recite their
names over and over again before you go to sleep, if you
have to. But get them locked
inside your head right now.
Erk Russell is the man responsible for resurrecting the
GSU football program in 1981.
As head coach of GSU, Russell
led the Eagles to three I-AA
national championships, and
put this school on America's
football map.
Ham is simply the best athlete GSU has ever had in it's
90 year history. He
quarterbacked the Eagle football team to national championships in '85 and '86. Ham
invented the GSU athletic
record book. And to be frank, I
could tell you all of his accomplishments and triumphs he
performed for this university,
but it would take too long (and
this is only a 90 minute class).
Ham is a subject who will require a lot of independent
studying on your own. I suggest that you get to the library
as soon as class is over, and do
extensive research on him.
Moving on to other important issues, we will have an indepth discussion on the perceived lack of school spirit
found here on this campus.
Since 1990 (when the football
team won it's last national
championship), it has been
well-documented that the GSU
student body has become apathetic and cynical when it
comes to following campus
sports.
And this applies not only to
football, but to other sports as
well. I do believe that the last
time Hanner Fieldhouse (home
of the men and women's basketball teams) was sold out,
George Bush was President.
To combat this growing epidemic, I will issue homework
assignments to each and every
student. Your assignment will
be to go out to at least one
game of every sport this semester. That includes
women's soccer, men's soccer
and volleyball. And don't forget cross country.
Well, that's enough for one
day. Everybody can go now,
but before you leave, let me
remind you of our first exam
next week. Everybody will be
tested on the material that I
have just talked about. Start
studying.
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New Eagles ready to make impact

The GSU Eagle
soccer team are
ready to kick-off
their season

•Recruiting class led by JUCO transfers, former UGA signees
By Jamie Hodges

Sports Editor

GSU Sports
101:The Freshman
Seminar

The oldest continuously published newspaper in Bulloch County

The GSU Eagles are strapping on their helmets and pads
once again this fall. And coming
off an impressive 10-3 campaign,
which saw GSU capture the
Southern Conference title, the
Eagles are back and reloaded
with new recruits for the 1998
season.
Head Coach Paul Johnson
and his staff decided to dip into
the junior college ranks during
the off-season to pull out some
gems that will look to make an
immediate impact on the football program.
The Eagles also snagged
two former Georgia Bulldog
signees in wide receiver
Demond Brown and slot back
Audrell Grace.
"I think there will be some
good athletes and some good
players," Johnson said, referring to his 1998 recruiting class.
"We felt like there were local
guys who could help the team
out, so we recruited them."
The biggest steal out of the
whole class might possibly be
Grace, a high school legend
from nearby Screven County.
Grace finished his prep career ranked as the fourth leading rusher in Georgia high
school history with 6,349 yards
and 81 touchdowns.
Grace originally sighed with
Georgia, but later transferred
to Hargraves Military Academy
in Virginia to fulfill NCAA academic requirements.
When the Bulldogs did not
re-sign him, Grace decided to
come back home to south Georgia. He still has four years left
of college eligibility.
"I think that going to

Hargraves helped me out a lot,
as far as discipline and schoolwork," Grace said.
"I feel like I'm a pretty good
player and I feel I can do what it
takes to make it."
Demond Brown, a JUCO
transfer, also signed with UGA
after he finished his high school
career at Laney High, located in

Augusta. He then transferred
to Middle Georgia junior college to improve his schoolwork.
"It (going to junior college)
helped me out a whole lot academically," Brown said. "Middle
Georgia is one of the best junior
college academic institutions."
Brown expressed no bitterness toward Georgia for not re-

Sarah Trucksis

RUNNING THE ROUTE: Audrell Grace, one of the new football
recruits, coming out of the backfield looking for a pass.

Lady Eagle Volleyball Back In Action

^

Hans Knoepfel

Watch out South Carolina State: The GSU volleyball team, led by head coach Eddie Matthews, is
ready for the season to get underway. The Lady Eagles open the season with a home game
against SCSU at Hanner Fieldhouse on Sept. 1.

Around the ACC
Georgia Tech's O'Leary sees progress, offense and defense
The Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets won't have any full-contact
drills until Wednesday, but already coach George O'Leary says
the team's offense is far advanced over last season.
"Offensively, just watching what we are doing, we're so far
ahead of last year," O'Leary said. "From the standpoint of
installation, we're ahead of last year, and that's what I'm looking
for."
O'Leary says unlike the offense, the defense is hard to evaluate without pads. He says he has seen improved quickness
though.
"It's obvious there's more quickness on the field, and that's
where it starts," he said. "You've got to be able to run to make
plays. I'll know more when we get into pads."
The team had only one practice session Sunday because of
rain, but plans to continue two-a-days Monday with both early
morning and late afternoon practices. The Jackets will continue
to work out in shorts and shoulder pads through Tuesday.
—compiled by The Associated Press

signing him.
"I wasn't disappointed," he
said. "I was real excited about
being signed with Georgia coming out of high school. But I
believe that Georgia Southern
has just as good of a football
program as Georgia does, if not
better."
The other junior college
transfer is a local product out
of Southeast Bulloch High
School. Brian Scott, an offensive lineman, was Brown's
teammate at Middle Georgia.
Brown stated the advantages of an athlete transferring out of junior college, as
opposed to coming straight
out of high school. He said
that junior college athletes
are better equipped to
handle college life distractions better than a high
school recruit.
"I've been through (college
level) classes," he said. "I
know everything a little better than I did a couple of years
ago."
GSU was able to keep 12 of
the 14 high school athletes
they signed this past spring.
Frank Troup, a talented
quarterback out of Bradwell
Institute, decided to transfer to Middle Georgia. Eddie
Brown, a linebacker out of
Chatooga High (Lyerly, Ga.)
has enrolled in classes but
will sit this year out.
The Eagles received another newcomer to the program when Edmund Coley, a
quarterback who starred for
South Cobb High School
(Austell, Ga.). Coley, a sophomore, sat out last year to concentrate on his academic
work.

By Jamie Hodges

Sports Editor

The GSU men's soccer team
is back again after having a banner 1997 season. Head Coach
Kevin Chambers's Eagles made
history last year, cracking the
national Top 20 ranks for the
first time ever.
The Eagles' season was cut
short last year when they were
knocked out by UNC- Greensboro during the Southern Conference Tournament semifinals.
"We're going to strive for a
little bit more now," said Jeremy
McClure, a junior midfielder.
"Now it (the semifinal loss) gives
us a goal to meet, to surpass
what we did last year."
Standing in the way of a
1998 Southern Conference
championship is UNC-Greensboro, the reigning regular season champs, and Furman, who
were the Tournament champs
last year.
"We've had three schools (in
the Southern Conference), including us, ranked in the top 20
(last year): Georgia Southern,
Furman and UNC-G," Chambers said. "And you add that to
Davidson who's always tough,
and the College of Charleston,
who's a new conference member
this year."
The Eagles started their preseason practices last week.
"So far everybody looks like
they're in good shape,"said Jason Russell, a senior midfielder.
"We're all looking forward to the
new season."
The GSU soccer team will kick
off their 1998 season at home
with an exhibition match against
Life College Saturday afternoon
at 4 p.m. The contest will be
held at Eagle Field.

1998 GSU Volleyball Schedule

fr

Date

Day

Sept. 1

Tue.

Sept. 4-5

Sat.

7-UP Tourney St. Louis

TBA

Sept. 11

Fri.

App. State

Boone, N.C.

7 p.m.

Sept. 12

Sat.

East Tenn.

Johnson City

3 p.m.

Sept. 15

Tue.

Bethune

Statesboro

7 p.m.

Opponent

Site

S.C. State

Statesboro

Time
7 p.m.

Sept. 18-19 Fri.

Stone Tourney Greenville, S.C. TBA

Sept. 23

Charleston

Wed.

Statesboro

7 p.m.

Sept. 25-26 Fri.

SCSU Tourney Orangeburg, S.C. TBA

Sept. 29

Tue.

Wofford

Oct.1

Thu.

Greensboro

Spartanburg, S.C. 7 p.m.
Statesboro

7 p.m.

SEC Corner
The Georgia Bulldogs begin full pad practice
The Georiga Bulldogs planned to begin their first full-pad practice Sunday after three days of
two-a-days.
Coach Jim Donnan said after Sundays practices that today's practices will offer more insight
to how the team will perform this season.
"We've accomplished a lot for the first three days, but tomorrow we will see how much we know,"
Donnan said Sunday.
The team practiced in shorts and pads at the Woodruff Practice Fields for about an hour and
a half Sunday morning, but had its Sunday afternoon practice cut short by rain.
Georgia opens its season on Sept. 5, against Kent State in Athens.
—compiled by The Associated Press
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Pre-season football workouts continue

•Eagles season opener Sept. 5 against Bon College at Paulson
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Ellwood steps down from Senior
Associate Athletics Director post

here," said Baker.
"He was called on quite often
and he always stepped forward
to the challenge with a great
deal of enthusiasm and character."
From July 25,1995 until Dec.
31, 1995, Ellwood was named
interim athletics director prior
to Baker's appointment and, from
March 29,1996 to November 16,
1996, he handled duties as Eagle
head football coach before Paul
Johnson's hiring.
Prior to his arrival in
Statesboro, Ellwood worked in

GSU News Services

*

After a two-hour morning
workout at the practice complex,
GSU conducted its first scheduled scrimmage of fall camp at
Paulson Stadium Tuesday afternoon. Head coach Paul Johnson
put the Eagles through a fullyofficiated simulated game.
Torrential
downpours
throughout the scrimmage and
lightning at the end of the contest cut the action short of
completion. The rain also hampered GSU's offensive unit which
did not feature junior starting
quarterback Greg Hill, who sat
out the workout because of a
light left ankle sprain.
Redshirt freshman J.R. Revere ran the Eagles' No. 1 offensive unit and picked up 42 ground
yards on 14 carries while completing six-of-nine passes for 33
yards. Freshman fullback
Adrian Peterson led all rushers
with 107 yards on 16 attempts.
The scrimmage's only score came
on safety Arkee Thompson's 50yard fumble return. Sophomore
Edmund Coley (12 carries for 44
yards) and Andre Weathers (638) also saw action at quarterback during the defensive dominated game.
"I think the weather picked
up the victory today," said
Johnson. "We were able to get
guys some work and take a look
at some people, but really, things
became counter-productive after
a while with the amount of rain
that was falling."
GSU worked outWednesday
afternoon after participating in
a community service project yesterday morning at Statesboro's
Blitch Street Park.
The Eagles completed their
first workout in full pads last
Friday morning in shells (helmets, shoulder pads and shorts).
QB now eligible for practice: Sophomore Edmund Coley
has experienced reserve action
as one of GSU's three scholar-

"I THINK EVERYONE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE
GEORGIA SOUTHERN

Looking downfield: Backup QB J.R. Revere looks for a target to hit
during practice. The Eagles held their first first scrimmage of the fall
at Paulson Stadium Tuesday afternoon.
ship signal callers while junior have consistently played at the
starter Greg Hill and redshirt No. 1 position during camp, the
freshman J.R. Revere have seen middle spot is still up for grabs
most of the repetitions at quar- according to Johnson.
"I'd like to say that Cortez
terback during practice. Coley,
Robinson
and Larry Rogers have
a 1997 signee from Austell, Ga.
stepped
up
but they've both missed
(South Cobb HS), sat out last
time
with
some
injuries," Johnson
season to meet NCAA requiresaid. "I've been impressed with
ments.
Today last day "of two-a- (true freshmen) Jimmy McCullough
days: The Eagles' two-a-day andMikeYoungbloodthough. They
schedule continued through look like they might have an opportunity to step right in and contribThursday, August 20.
Linebackers wanted: One ute."
Position Changes: Redshirt
of the areas hit hard by graduation was GSU's linebacking unit. freshman Chris Blount, who opened
Although outside linebackers the fall as a slotback, was moved
Daryl Morrell and Jason Neese back to cornerback.

Frank Ellwood, who has
served as GSU's Senior Associate Athletics Director since 1990,
has announced his retirement
effective immediately according
to an announcement from Athletics Director Sam Baker.
Ellwood,63, was hired by
former athletics director David
Wagner on Sept. 10, 1990 as a
member of the Eagle athletics
administrative staff and supervised all sports programs, the
sports medicine division and facilities.
"I think everyone associated
with the Georgia Southern athletics community is truly appreciative for what Frank has done

ATHLETICS COMMUNITY
IS TRULY APPRECIATIVE
FOR WHAT FRANK HAS
DONE HERE."
—SAM BAKER
^^^ATHLETIC^DIRECTO^
private business in his home
state of Ohio for 12 years.
He also served on the football
staffs at Ohio University (196574), Ohio State (1958, 1962-64)
and Air Force (1959-61) before
guiding the Marshall program
from 1975 to 1978 as head coach.

Wanna write
sports for The
George-Anne?

Then stop by
the Williams
Center in room
2023 and fill
out an
application,,

Be on the
lookout for The
George-Anne's
first ever
Football
Preview issue,
coming out
Sept. 3. The GA will provide an
in-depth^
coverage of the
GSU Eagle
football,
volleyball and
men's and
women's soccer
teams.
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RUSH
REGISTER
NOW

Greek Life Office
Russell Union

GENERATIONS v|£*y

Comics, Gifts, Crafts and a whole
lot more!
Mon-Thurs 10:30-7:00
Fri-Sat 10:30-8:00

764-7479

Hwy 80 (next to B & J Awards)

■

Attention!!!
Contracting Meal Plan Participants
GEORGIA
SOUTHERN

AUGUST 28TH

"Freshmen living on-campus are
repuired to have a minimum 5/2

♦ We can fill prescriptions from ANY doctor

contract meal plan

Contact tens
Exaxm. $SO
Eye E^i»i»i $3S
Contact Exam +3 month supply*
disposable contact lenses $90

♦ We have over-the-counter medications too
♦ Open to GSU Students ONLY!

Free Ifcx oa-

♦ 25%-60% below Statesboro Prescription Prices

Buy I pair eyeglasses at normal low price
& receive a free pair Rx Sunglasses or 20%

off

PRICES START AT $50

*Ofr'er expires October 1, 1998. Some restrictions apply

SOUTHERN EYE CARE
*2 boxes Acuvue, or Biomedic, clear Newview, SQII

PETER LANGENFELD, OD
Doctor of Optometry
Adjacent Southern Eye care
Statesboro

(912) 764-7777

GSU Blue Cross accepted. We have Wild
Eyes contacts. Valid Rx required to
purchase contacts or eyeglasses.
Mt?

625 Brannen Street, Suite 7
Statesboro

(912) 764-2020

Open Saturdays and Weekdays

\

8:15 am - 5:00 pm
Monday - Friday
681-0807

1-2 hours most glasses & bifocals. Custom orders 2 days

Mall

LA Waters
So. Eye care & Dr.v

i

Highway 80 *

Hardccs

J

GSU's ONLY
Full-service Pharmacy

Last Day to change or
drop your meal plan*

Contact

STUDENTS

Located Inside the Health
Services Building

G£orge-Anne
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Basketball Duo take their game overseas
'Sharon Mitchell and Tondra Warren playing on all-star team in France

1998 GSU Men's Soccer Schedule

By Jamie Hodges
Sports Editor

GSU basketball teammates
Sharon Mitchell and Tondra
Warren are getting some international exposure by taking their
game overseas. Mitchell and
Warren, both forwards on the
Lady Eagle basketball team,
were selected to compete on a
People-to-People all star team in
France.
"I can't wait to get there,"
Warren said, before she and
Mitchell left on the trip August
11. "It's a great opportunity that
I wouldn't pass up on."
To raise funds for the trip,
FTP sponsored a golftournament
at Southern Links, which was
held July 10. The all-star team
is comprised often student athletes who were hand-picked
throughout the United States.
The collegians are competing
against professional basketball
clubs in France. GSU is the only
school that sent more than one
basketball player.
"I feel like it's an honor to go
overseas," said Mitchell, the 5'11
three-time Southern Conference
Player of the Week. "It will improve my game."
The PTP all-star team, who is
coached by University of Nebraska head coach Jeff Malz, are
competing against teams who are
older and bigger.
"The international players
have some good moves," said
Warren, a 6'0 rising junior. "By
learning some of the different
moves that they make, I'll be
able to add it to my game."
Mitchell sees the trip as an
educational experience.
"I'll have a taste for a different
style of basketball," she said. "I
can learn some things by watching them (the international players)".
For Warren, who has had previous international experience in
Russia, this is not her first trip

Date

Day

Opponent

Time

Aug. 23 Sat.

Life (Exhibition)

Statesboro

4 p.m.

Aug. 28

Fri.

Lander (Exhibition) Statesboro

4 p.m.

Sept. 3

Thu. Mercer

Statesboro

4 p.m.

Sept. 6

Sun.

Atlanta, Ga.

2 p.m.

Sept. 9

Wed. South Alabama

Mobile, Ala.

3 p.m.

Sept. 14 Mon. Charleston Southern Statesboro

4 p.m.

Georgia State

Sept. 18 Fri.

Davidson

Davidson, N.C 7 p.m.

Sept. 20 Sun.

UNC-Asheville

Asheville, N.C. 3 p.m.

Sept. 26 Sat.

Coastal Carolina

Conway, S.C.

7 p.m.

Sept. 30 Wed. North Carolina State Raleigh, N.C.

2 p.m.

.'i-'.Wf..:

File Photo

Competing in France: GSU forwards Tondra Warren (00) and Sharon Mitchell are taking their post game
to the international stage. Both athletes are almost finished touring France with the PTP all-star team.
most finished with their exhibiout of the country. But Mitchell map.
tion tour. Both ladies, along with
Mitchell
and
Warren
played
a
is overseas for the first time of
the rest of the college all-star
vital
role
in
helping
the
Lady
her life.
team, are scheduled to leave
Eagles
claim
the
regular
season
"I know when the time comes
(to go) it will be a little over- Southern Conference champion- France Sunday morning to take
whelming because this is my first ship, as well as helping GSU a flight to Chicago. Warren and
time going to another country," advance to the Southern Confer- Mitchell will then take another
Mitchell said before leaving. "But ence Tournament championship flight to Savannah. Their plane
should touchdown Sunday night,
just going to meet new people, game.
Mitchell finished last season just in time for them to get a
and living in a different culture
will help me grow as a person." with a scoring average of 14.1 couple hours sleep before going
But the two young women also points, while hauling down 7.9 to class Monday morning.
intend to have some fun along rebounds per contest. She was
the way. They both looked for- named on the Southern ConferEditor's Note: The preceeding
ward to giving the Lady Eagle ence All Tournament Second
story
ran in the July 14 issue of
Team.
Warren,
the
Lady
Eagles'
basketball team more exposure
The
George-Anne.
It has since
top
reserve
off
the
bench
this
by representing GSU on an inbeen
updated.
Since
a
large numpast
season,
posted
a
scoring
ternational level.
"That's one of the good things average of 9.6 points and took ber of students were not in
Statesboro this summer, we dethat will come out of all this," down five rebounds a game.
The team that Mitchell and cided to catch everyone up on the
Mitchell said. "We're trying to
get Georgia Southern on the Warren are playing on are al- summer sports.
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Cardinals released Tom Pagnozzi to
make room for Juan Acevedo
By R B Fallstrom

The Associated Press

Tom Pagnozzi, one oftwo players remaining from the 1987
World Series team, was released
by the St. Louis Cardinals.
Pagnozzi, 36, was let go to
make room for Juan Acevedo,
who was activated from the 15day disabled list from an elbow
injury. Pagnozzi was batting.219
with one homer and 10 RBIs in
51 games, and had fallen to third
string behind rookie Eli Marrero
and Tom Lampkin.
Pagnozzi, who has a career
mark of .253 with 44 homers and
320 RBIs, has made only one
start since July 24. The only
player now remaining from the
1987 team is Willie McGee.
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Attention GSU Students
Welcome Back!
We Specialize In Used Textbooks"

1598 Chandler Road
Next to Dingus MaGee's
Statesboro

F

Site

681 -6295

Entering the season, Cal
Ripken, Tony Gwynn and Barry
Larkin were the only active players who had been with their original teams longer than Pagnozzi
had been with the Cardinals.
Pagnozzi was an eighth-round
pick by St. Louis in the June
1983 draft.

FRATERNITY
RUSH
REGISTER
NOW
Greek Life Office
Russell Union
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Gangsters vent rage on the gridiron

Hockey in Savannah?

The Associated Press

Sarah Trucksis

RUMBLE IN THE RINK: Plans were announced last Friday for a series of hockey games to be
played in January 1999 between nearby rivals. The University of Georgia Ice Dawgs will take on the
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets in an exhibition match at the Savannah Civic Center. Also participating
are the club ice hockey teams from the University of Tennessee and the University of Florida.
Representatives of the teams were also present at the final home game of the Savannah Rug Ratz
indoor soccer team were a Georgia player and a Tennessee player participated in the intermission
sumo wrestling game.

Thanks for
reading The
George-Anne.
Don't forget to
be on the
lookout for our
football preview
issue coming
out on Sept. 3

Altamaha Wilderness
Outfitters broadriver.com
Canoe or Kayak
$15 per person

Fishing
Trails

PROVIDENCE, R.I.— Police
here have high hopes for an experimental football league for
Providence street gang members.
The league played its first
games Sunday, with 200 youths
participating.
Although there was some
trash talking broken up by referees, peace generally prevailed.
Since gang officer Sgt. Tim
Patterson had two gangs play
each other last year, his attempt
to foster street peace on the
gridiron appears to have proven
successful.
In the five months before the
Oriental Rascals and the Providence Street Boyz tackled and
blocked each other, there were
22 shootings between the two
gangs.
Since the opening snap, there
has been no gunfire at all.
"Since the league has started,
I've learned to forgive and forIVVVVVVVVVVVV.
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ethnic, which reduces racial tension, and loosely knit. There has
not been a gang killing in Providence in eight years.
But police still see gangs as a
source of myriad aggravations:
petty thievery, drug dealing
and graffiti, among others.
They hope that by organizing a league that gang members
enjoy, they will encourage better communications between
would-be thugs and police, as
well as reduce tension between
gangs.
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get," Kahonh Sok of the Oriental Rascals told The Providence
Sunday Journal.
"This whole venture has given
them a sense of self-esteem,"
said the Rev. Vasily Lickwar,
head of the Indo-Chinese Advocacy Project.
The advocacy group helps
Southeast Asian refugees, some
of which include gang members.
At least one gang member
says the league is the best
thing that has happened to him
since he became a thug when
his parents left him here and
moved to California three years
ago.
"It feels fun to tackle people,"
said Sarom Nheb, a 16-year-old
Cambodian immigrant. "I like
making new friends like that."
Nheb said he is eager to
leave Providence's gang life,
which has left him bruised yet
handy with his own fists.
Most gangs here are multi-
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MEETING FOR ALL JEWISH STUDENTS
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26 7:00pm
RUSSELL UNION, ROOM 2070

\
\

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
DR. WILLIAM BECKER @ 681-5453
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WELCOME BACK!

FROM PARKING ANP TRANSPORTATION

JUST A FEW REMINDERS:
•GET YOUR PERMIT AS SOON. AS POSSIBLE
•OFFICE HOURS ARE 7:30 AM - 5:00 PM, MON - FRI
•THE COST IS $46 - EAGLE EXPRESS, CASH, CHECK,
M.CORVISA
•DON'T FORGET TO BRING A COPY OF YOUR TAG
RECEIPT (VEHICLE REGISTRATION)
•PERMITS ARE REQUIRED IN STUDENT LOTS ON THE
FIRST DAY OF CLASSES

BECAUSE THE FIRST WEEK OF THE QUARTER IS SO
BUSY, WE MUST LIMIT THE USE OF FACULTY/STAFF
LOTS TO THOSE WITH FACULTY/STAFF PERMITS ONLY
PLEASE USE ONLY THE STUDENT LOTS WE PONT
WANT YOU TO GET A TICKET!

QUESTIONS?
GIVE US A CALL AT

AppTOlm

631-0702

\
^©

9am-7pm M-F 8am-2pm Sat.

mm

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

George-Anne
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State prepares for semesters

The Associated Press

quirements to ensure that students could graduATLANTA —Just like the Bulldogs and the ate in four years. Under the quarter system, it had
Yellow Jackets, the quarter system has been a become impossible to earn some degrees in four
part of college life in Georgia for as long as most years because new requirements had been added
alumni can remember.
over the years.
Why change now?
"There's no other circumstance that would have
When 33 of Georgia's public universities and made so much reform possible in so little time,"
colleges, all of
said James
them
except
Fletcher, as"FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS AND, INCREASINGLY, AS
Georgia Tech,
sistant vice
start fall classes
president
for
WE SHARE COURSES BY TECHNOLOGY AROUND THE
on their new seacademic afmester calendar
COUNTRY AND AROUND THE WORLD, IT JUST MAKES
fairs at the
this week, they
University of
SENSE FOR US TO BE ON THE SAME CALENDAR,"
will be on the
Georgia. "The
same schedule as
—STEPHEN PORTCH, CHANCELLOR OF THE change of the
the vast majority
BOARD OF REGENTS year into two
of colleges narather than
tionwide. Conthree parts is
forming with the crowd is reason enough for just a footnote."
Stephen Portch, chancellor of the University SysThe quarter system peaked in popularity after
tem of Georgia.
World War II, when colleges needed a way to
"For transfer students and, increasingly, as
handle heavy traffic from students trying to enroll
we share courses by technology around the
throughout the year.
country and around the world, it just makes
Quarters gave students more times per year
sense for us to be on the same calendar," Portch
they could start classes, and gave colleges more
said.
chances to flunk them and make room for others.
The quarter system, which divides the school
"In effect it was designed to promote easy access
year into three 10-week quarters and a summer but, by the same token, easy exit also," said Barry
session, has largely fallen out of favor in the last 15 Fullerton, Georgia's vice chancellor for student
years.
services.
About 82 percent of the nation's four-year colIn Georgia, colleges have used some type of
leges are now on semesters, which divide the year quarter calendar since 1906.
into two 15-week terms and a summer break,
Course catalogs at the University of Georgia
according to the American Association of State show the school year has been divided into four
Colleges and Universities.
terms since the fall of 1906, though the terms
There are both academic and economic reasons weren't necessarily called quarters, said Assistant
for the trend.
Registrar Shirley Childers. The 1905-1906 catalog
Many professors believe the longer semester shows three terms, as would correspond to a seallows more time for students to digest their stud- mester system.
ies, even though they must juggle more classes at
The University of Georgia attempted to change
a time.
to semesters by itself in the late 1980s, but its
And colleges save some money by trimming the request was denied by the Board of Regents, which
number of times per year they're required to reg- governs Georgia's public colleges.
ister students and send out report cards.
When Portch was named chancellor in 1994, he
In Georgia, the switch to semesters was also promised to bring the semester issue to a final vote
used to create a standardized core curriculum that before the regents, either all 34 state-run colleges
will allow students to transfer full credit for their would change or none-of them would.
first two years to any public college in the state.
The regents gave final approval to the switch in
Every school also re-examined its major re- December 1995.

Sophomores guinea pigs for graduation exam
The Associated Press

•Getting the State Board of
Education
to implement a noPOINT CLEAR, Ala. — Many
pass,
no-play
policy by midyear,
students just starting the 10th
with
students
required to maingrade can plan on a shock this
tain
a
70
average
and pass six
spring: failing the state's newly
subjects
in
order
to
participate
toughened high school graduain
sports,
band,
chorus,
drama
tion exam.
and
other
extracurricular
proState Superintendent of
grams.
Schools Ed Richardson warned
•Eliminating tenure protecbusiness leaders last Monday
tions for principals. "The weak
that the failure
link is not our
rate on the first
teachers. It's
administration
our
manageof the exam in
(FAILING THEGRADUATION EXAM) "IS NOT THE
ment,"
he
March or April
said.
The
suWORST
THING
THAT
COULD
HAPPEN.
THE
WORST
could be 25 perperintendent
cent to 50 perTHING WOULD BE TO LEAVE LOW STANDARDS IN
said he may
cent. But he
propose
the
said that's the
PLACE AND DECEIVE STUDENTS INTO THINKING THEY
change
to
the
price that must
1999 LegislaHAVE THE SKILLS TO SUCCEED."
be paid if an
ture.
Alabama high
—ED RICHARDSON, ALABAMA STATE SUPERINTENDENT
•Requirschool diploma
■■■^^^■■■^^^" ing students
is going to mean
^^^mmm^^m
to read at
something to
Richardson wants to start reme- their grade level in order to be
employers.
This year's sophomores are the dial programs with $30 million promoted. Richardson said he
first to be required by the State the Legislature allocated for would like to get the Board of
Board of Education to take a helping students at risk of drop- Education to start that in the
high school graduation exam ping out of school. Hopefully, he second, fifth and seventh grades
geared to the 11th grade curricu- said, that will have most passing by fall 1999. Students who
lum rather than the old test, by the time they get the fifth try weren't reading at their grade
which was set at the eighth grade in the spring of their senior year. level could go to a summer proIn the new graduation exam, gram, pass it and move on to the
level.
With the old test, 82 percent the math section will emphasize next grade, he said.
•Requiring each city and
of students passed on their first first-year algebra. Phyllis
try, and 92 percent passed by the Kennedy, state director of the county school system to bear the
time they had their fourth try in National Federation of Indepen- cost if a graduate goes to an Alathe spring of their senior year. dent Business, told Richardson bama college and has to take a
The remaining 8 percent didn't that business owners would remedial course because of inadrather have students tested on equate instruction in high school.
graduate.
the
multiplication and division Richardson said he will propose
Richardson predicted the failthey
use in everyday jobs rather that idea to the state board this
ure rate will go up with the new
than
algebra, but Richardson academic year as a way to make .
test, possibly hitting 50 percent
said
students
would have to know high schools more responsible
on the first try, but will begin to
basic math skills in order to do for the students they turn out.
go down in a couple of years.
"If we can get it down to 25 algebra.
Richardson drew applause
percent, I'd be happy. If it gets
above 50 percent, we're in big- from the Business Council ofAlabama when he said his next goals
time trouble," he said.
Richardson said a high fail- toward improving schools are:
ure rate could create enough political turmoil to cost him his job,
but he said parents should remember
that
failing
thegraduation exam "is not the
worst thing that could happen.
The worst thing would be to leave
low standards in place and deceive students into thinking they
have the skills to succeed."
For students who fail,
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It was Eddie's first day back from drug
rehab. He'd been clean and sober for thirty
days, rle was scared about making it outside.
But he found support in the community.
Treatment programs and people like you help
Eddie and kids like him stay away from drugs.
Eddie knows it's one day at a time. He also
knows he doesn't have to do it alone.

LESS CRIME IS
MO ACCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that work,
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT, and we'll send
you a free booklet on how you can support
programs in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away from kids.

1-800-WE PREVENT
www.weprevent.org

TAKE A BITE OUT OF X>:i\

CRIME*!
U.S. Department of Justice
Crime Prevention Coalition of America

The News Stand Edition
Full Article Search
News Stand Archive
Letter to the Editor Submission

"The Healthy Touch"
Massage Therapy
(((Located inside Golds Gym) • (Nonmembers Welcomed)

Benefits of Massage

Reduces Physical & Mental Stress
Improves Concentration
Also Makes an Excellent Gift
Lowers Blood Pressure
Gift Certificates Available at
Calms the Nervous System
Gold's Gym.
Improves muscle Tone
Increases blood & Lymph Circulation
For
3
Relieves Tired Aching Muscles
Appointment
Speeds Recovery From Injuries and Illness
Call
Speeds Removal of Metabolic Waste
Stretches Connective Tissue
Improves Skin Tone
f Connie Stewart
Improves Mobility
I Massage Practitioner
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Officer moonlights as Elvis impersonator Riverdale siblings making movie together

The Associated Press

several years ago, when Kumbier veteran of the department.
Capt. Tim Roets said he
WATERTOWN, Wis. — Elvis made his first live appearance at
• is alive and well, and working as a birthday party for a co-worker's doesn't mind having an Elvis
mother, who was a big Elvis fan. clone as a member of his
a police officer in Watertown.
Once the word got out, other Watertown police patrol.
The spirit of Elvis Presley is
"As long as he keeps it within
well represented locally in the requests for "The King" came in.
reason,"
Roets said about
"I
started
doing
little
perforform of Watertown police officer
Kumbier's
sideburns.
"I think it's
mances,
here
and
there,
where
Michael Kumbier, who has been
good
for
the
department,
personco-workers
and
friends
have
. .moonlighting as an Elvis imperally."
asked
me
to
perform
at
weddings
sonator.
Kumbier said he believes citi"It's fun. I enjoy doing it," and parties," he said. "Usually,
Kumbier said about his Elvis the guest of honor has been a fan zens find him more approach. performances at parties for of Elvis for years. It's a surprise able, due to his looks. "It's kind of
, friends and relatives. "They seem when Elvis makes an appear- an icebreaker," he said. "Some of
ance and sings them some love these kids and older people that
, to enjoy it as
come up and
well."
talk to me
Although
n
may b e
, Kumbier has
norwouldn't
"MY
WIFE
TELLS
ME
I
NEED
THERAPY.
SHE
OFTEN
appeared as
mally
talk
to
, -„Elvis for only a
KIDS ME AND TELLS ME TO 'GET A LIFE. I TELL HER I
an
officer."
handful
of
Even as a
events in the
HAVE A LIFE ... IT'S SOMEONE ELSE'S."
baby,
people
past year or so,
have
noticed
a
—
MICHAEL
KUMBIER,
OFFICER
ELVIS
he's been gainr
resemblance
j ing a reputation
between
in the city as
Kumbier, 40,
,"the
Elvis
cop."
to
and Presley.
His everyday appearance,
He said an aunt claimed he
which includes black hair trained songs.
In order to enhance his shows, looked like The King at the tenin an Elvis-style pompadour and
„ pork-chop sideburns, has led Kumbier began allowing his side- der age of 2.
"She used to say, 'That little
more than one motorist to do a burns to grow out, similar to
guy
looked like Elvis,"' Kumbier
those
worn
by
Elvis
in
the
1970s.
,,; double-take when stopped for a
said.
He
trained
his
hair
to
look
like
traffic violation by Officer
As a youngster, Kumbier grew
The King's and even touched it
bjj Kumbier.
up
listening to Presley's music
up
to
make
it
blacker.
"They look at me and say, 'Do
and
became a fan. "For as long as
As
Kumbier
began
to
look
you know you look an awful lot
I
remember,
I enjoyed his mumore
and
more
like
Elvis,
people
like Elvis?,"' Kumbier said.
r
sic,"
he
said.
"As a kid, we all
took
notice.
Youths he's encountered durLast summer, as Kumbier was watched his movies."
ing his patrols have given
These days, Kumbier takes
Kumbier an obvious moniker. on duty at Riverfest, a member
"Most officers have been given of the oldies band, the Fabulous his share of good-natured kidnicknames," he said. "In my case, Convertibles, noticed the officer ding, including some ribbing from
his wife, Kaye.
during a show.
it's Officer Elvis."
"My wife tells me I need
"I was standing in the wings,"
Although he's been an Elvis
therapy.
She often kids me and
. fan all of his life, Kumbier's first Kumbier said. "One of the band
tells
me
to
'get a life,"' he said. "I
appearance as The King was in a members saw me and did a
tell
her
I
have
a life ... it's somedouble
take."
video produced for the retirement
one
else's."
In
between
songs,
the
band
of a fellow officer, Ron Boeder,
Officer Kumbier may not be
about five years ago. As part of coaxed a reluctant Kumbier onto
;
Elvis
Presley, although he does
the
stage.
"I
walked
out,
raised
Boeder's retirement video,
slip
into
character quite easily. As
my
hand
and
walked
off,"he
said,
', Kumbier played a judge dressed
he
ended
an interview, Kumbier
noting
that
he
decided
not
to
"do
! as Elvis.
"He used to greet me in the Elvis" because he was working. joked: "You make sure it comes
Police officials don't seem to out right, or I'll have Sonny and
* department by saying, 'Hey E,
, -how's it going,"' Kumbier re- mind Kumbier's hobby and ap- Red come and pay you a little
pearance. "The chief (Charles visit," he said in a thick Memphis
called.
After the video was made, the McGee) has been pretty toler- drawl, not unlike that of a certain
costume went into the closet until ant," said Kumbier, a 16-year King of Rock'n' Roll.

Welcome To Our
FALL SEMESTER 1998

'
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20 Drop/Add 8 a.m. - 4
p.m.
21 Classes begin
21,24-26 Schedule Adjustment,
Williams Center, 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. for Fall
Semester 1998
27 $50 Late Registration
Fee Begins
Sept.
7 Labor Day, administrative offices closed,
no classes
Oct. 8-9 Fall Break for Students, Administrative
Offices open
17 Homecoming (classes
beginning at 1 p.m. or
later on October 16
will be cancelled)
19 Last day to withdraw
without academic
penalty from regular
day classes
26-11/20 Early Registration for
Spring Semester 1998
31 Parents' Day
Nov.25-27 Thanksgiving holidays
Dec.
9 Early registration fee
payment deadline for
Spring
11 Last day of classes
14-18 Examinations for regular day classes
19 Residence Halls close
at 10 a.m., except for
graduating students
19 Graduation

RIVERDALE, Ga.— The mother of three siblings who will appear in a television mini-series
based on the writings of 'Roots" author Alex
Haley says she launched their careers just for
fun.
Wynton, 10, Wesley, 9, and Endia Yates, 5,
play some of the adult characters as children in
"Momma Flora's Family," which comes from
notes written by Haley about his family.
Elisa Yates said she got her children started
when she went to an agency for child actors and
met an agent who "took a chance on them."
The children have appeared in a rap video, a
film and eight national commercials, including
TV spots for NationsBank and Publix.
The money they earn will go toward their
college education, Yates said.
"They all have their own accounts. We've got
mutual funds set up. They get to spend a teeny
bit on junk, though."

Aug.

Teenagers host own television talk show

The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS—For this television talk show, the adults sit in
the background and the youths
call the shots.
"Shhhh! Quiet on the set,"
exclaims 14-year-old Aqueelah
Thomas.
Standing behind a camera at
the Double Helix television studio in St. Louis, she holds up five
fingers and counts down: "5-4-32-1. Stand by!"
"Yo! What's up! This is Jason,
welcome to 'Youth At Your Service' and the Peer Educational
Services Network," said Jason
Harris, 20, a mortuary science
student at St. Louis Community
College.
The little-known talk show,
"Youth At Your Service," is aimed
at teens and airs on Saturdays
and Thursdays on cable.
For the past eight weeks, 15
St. Louis public schools students
have been running the show as
they learn about television editing, graphics and mechanical
techniques.
The summer program is a collaboration between the St. Louis
Public Schools, Alternative
Youth Services, the Regional Arts

Commission and the St. Louis
Agency on Training and Employment. The students earned school
credit or money for participating. Students say the program
"I CAN PRESENT
MYSELF BETTER. I CAN
TALK IN FRONT OF A
GROUP OF PEOPLE. I
HAVE INCREASED MY
VOCABULARY. "

—KEYANNA

FIELDS,

TELEVISION PROGRAM
PARTICIPANT

has been effective.
Before the program, Keyanna
Fields, 18, said she had never
used the Internet, spoken before
a large group or operated television equipment.
After participating in the program, she says, "I can present
myself better. I can talk in front
of a group of people. I have increased my vocabulary. I know
how to use the (television) camera and how to ask open-ended
questions."

Doris House, program coordinator and a literature instructor
at Turner Middle School in St.
Louis, and her partner Rosalind
Norman, a consultant, created
the program earlier this year.
They wanted to expose low-income and minority students to
the creative arts, while giving
them experience in business,
marketing, advertisement, public relations, journalism and
multimedia productions.
David Baker, 14, believes they
succeeded. He earned a few hundred dollars every other week
through the program.
"It's like being in school, and
you get paid to learn," Baker
said. "It's better because we get
to learn skills that we might not
otherwise get in school."
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We need volunteers. Our volunteers provided free wildlife education to 25,000 guests last year.
Volunteers handle and care for
birds of prey, reptiles and
amphibians, and a cast of other
__^ k
critters. They conduct on-campus
programs, flight demonstrations >^ ^|V
and travel to classrooms, libraries
and festivals with all kinds of
i|^|^KL
wildlife. We will train you to
work with big snakes and big
^^^^Hr*
birds, but the really scary part is

the school children!!
Students from all majors can find great work experience, and we all have great fun while
doing something important for the region!!
Come check out your nature center, on Forest Drive, across from Public Safety (just off
Sweetheart Circle).

The Academic Corner is sponsored by

Academic Affairs

She said that in his first year as an actor,
Wesley made $35,000.
The CBS movie-which stars Cicely Tyson,
Queen Latifah, Blair Underwood and Mario
Van Peeples- began filming in Senoia, about 40
miles southwest of Atlanta, last week. For the
next two months, the cast will work in various
towns around metro Atlanta.
Wynton said his time in front of the camera
has gotten him some notice from classmates at
St. John the Evangelist Catholic School in
Hapeville.
"I get treated a lot nicer now," Wynton said.
Last weekend, scenes were shot in LaGrange
for the series, to be shown in November.
The children say they hope to do another
project together soon.
Meanwhile their mother, who serves as their manager, says fame hasn't changed things in the family.
"They still get in trouble," she said. "Believe me, it's
not going to change."

The Centerfor Wildlife Education and
The LamarQ Ball, Jr. Raptor Center

First Fall Semester
l !

The Associated Press

Provost & Vice President's Office
P.O. Box 8022 • Georgia Southern University
..
Statesboro, GA 30460

912/681-5258 KIT Fax: 912/681-5279

bleicken@GaSoU. edu
E-mail: cblack@GaSoU. edu
lvantassell@GaSoU. edu
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Rapist gets two life sentences

By Kevin Head
Staff Writer

According to The Statesboro
Herald, Manuel Ayala, 24, was
sentenced on June 8 to two consecutive life sentences plus 30
years for raping three female
GSU students and assaulting
another in 1997. Ayala, who was
arrested in July 1997, changed
his plea earlier the week he was
sentenced from not guilty to
guilty, which waived his right to
a trial by jury.
According to published reports, three of the four victims
were present. All of which were
comforted by friends and family
while District Attorney Joe Martin read the 21 felony charges
against Ayala to the court. Mar-

tin then made the sentence recommendation that he had previously negotiated with Ayala's
lawyer, Sims Lanier, and Superior Court Judge William
Woodrum.
"It was a hard sentence, I know
that. But he did these things and
he hurt these girls both physically and emotionally," Martin
said.
Judge John R. Turner had
never before passed as harsh a
sentence. He said in light of the
seriousness and number of offenses, the maximum sentence
was "just and appropriate."
Ayala offered the explanation
to the court that he would get so
drunk that he would "black out."
During those episodes of blind

drunkenness, he attacked his
victims while they slept in their
apartments. In each case, he
forced his victims out of their
apartments, and raped them at
knife point.
Of the 21 charges brought
against Ayala, only four were
dismissed. Martin said that
the charges that were dismissed were duplicates offered
to give jurors a choice in the
event of a trial. The two consecutive life sentences mean
that if Ayala is paroled on one
of the sentences, he has to serve
the next one.
According to Cooper, Ayala
had this to say, '"If I could give
my life to change what I have
done, I would.'"

Freshmen Reception goes up in smoke

By Kelley
McGonnell

i&gffii

HeAltfi Services
A Department of Auxiliary Services and Student Affairs

Open 8:00 Am - f :00 pn\

Services Provifcefc
Free HW Testing
Injection Service

MonfcAVf - Frit>Avj
LocAtefc on forest Drive across
from WMson HAII &rio neAr
LAkesifce CAfc

Women's Health

Editor

The reception
for new students
and GSU administration scheduled for Tuesday
night was cancelled due to a
smoke alarm in
the
Russell
Union. .
According to
fire fighter Chad
Williams, the
smoke
alarm
sounded and the
fire department
Sarah Trucksis
responded.
"We think the SMOKING: The Russell Union was evacuated and then closed early Tuesday night
fan over the oven when the smoke alarm went off at about 8:30 p.m.
«T ■
j-r JI
I
»
I' '~'
- "~
[in Union Station] was the
1 justt- want[edj
my keys,
problem," Williams said.
Theresa Beebe, director of ac"It didn't move the smoke tivities for the Russell Union,
out fast enough. There was said. "I just need[ed] to get
probably a problem with the my keys and they [were] in
motor."
my office upstairs."
The crowd outside the
Williams did not know how
Union waited patiently to be many people were in the
allowed inside, but the Union Russell Union when the alarm
did not reopen Tuesday night sounded, but he did say that
and the reception was can- there was no damage done to
celled.
Union Station.

Stuocnts tAking 4 or more semester
hours Are eligible for vmlimitco
visits. There will be A vtomiml
PVt^rmAcvj Services
cViArge for services such AS,
Men's Health

Etwcokitovi
Office

HCAHH

Ub work, x-rAVjs, AVIO presriptiovts.
PAVjment is requester At time of
service. We Accept check, CASK
VISA, or MAstercAro.
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Novelties, Gifts

& Body Piercing
by Rick

The Most Professional and Experienced in the "Boro"

• Adult Novelties

• Sterling Silver Jewelry
• Smoking Accessories

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl lingerie
Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black Lights
Zippo Lighters
Fish Nets

#3 University Plaza

871-4054

test PURC

FRATERNITY
RUSH
REGISTER
Greek Life Office
Russell Union
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Four candidates running for student-populated district seat
By Laura Owens
Editorial Assistant

Four people are running for the District Four seat on the Statesboro City Council. This seat was left
vacant earlier this summer when Councilman Cory Andrews resigned. The special election to fill the
vacancy is scheduled for September 15. The deadline for qualifying was 4:30 p.m. August 7th. District
4 composed primarily of Georgia Southern Students.
How will you go about representing the students in your
district?
Heather Kelly: "I plan to be
accessible to students, and anyone is welcome to come to me
with questions or comments."
Derek Burns: "As a former
SGA president, the students
know who I am, and they know I
understand their wants and
needs. I'm still in touch with the
student base, and I feel I have
represented the students more
than the other candidates."
Joe Brannen: "I will listen to
what their needs and concerns
are. I graduated from GSC and
had three sons graduate from
GSU, so I've been in contact with
GSU. I will stay on top of what's
happening at GSU."
Emory Fiveash: I feel like I
am in touch with student concerns I also feel it is very important that a student represent
District 4 because District 4 is
80-85 percent GSU students.
Why did you choose to serve
on the Statesboro City Council?
Heather Kelly: "I plan to stand
my ground. Andrews lost his
voice with the students, and I
want to bring that back."
Derek Burns: "I think I can
serve my community better as a
councilman. I see issues that
need to be taken up and I see

changes that need to take place."
Joe Brannen: "I'm a native of
Statesboro and I've been a resident of District 4 for 32 years. I
want to give back to the community and make it a better place."
Emory Fiveash: "Basically, I
decided to run for city council
because I am very concerned
with some of the happenings that
have occurred in the past couple
of months. I looked at the other
candidates that had qualified at
the time and I didn't feel they
were fully up to speed with some
of the things that had happened.

that the councilmen have a good
working relationship that's not
tied to any special interest
groups."
Emory Fiveash: " I would like
to implement a freeze in water/
sewage rate increases. I would
also like to see a voting precint at
GS. And also I want to look into
the feasibility of having carbon
monoxide detectors installed in
apartment and housing rental
units in the city."

council if I did not think I could
work and cooperate with the
mayor. It is my understanding
that the mayor is a big golfer and
I am as well. Maybe we could
hash out our differences on the
golf course together.

What will you do to prevent
further disagreements among
the City Council?
Heather Kelly: "I will stand
up for what the people want, and
I will stand up for what I believe
in."
Derek Burns: "The issues need
to be presented on an even playing field. Some disagreements
are inevitable, but let's not let
those disagreements separate
the city."
Joe Brannen: "I will do what
I can to prevent it."
Emory Fiveash: "As I have
said, I will do my best and I am
more than prepared to go the
extra mile to work with the
mayor. It is important to me that
the council work together in harmony rather than against one
another."

What things do you plan to
accomplish if elected?
Heather Kelly: "I'm looking
at ways to downplay the housing
ordinance, placing sidewalk,
lawn, and noise ordinances. This
is called the Good Neighbor
policy. I'm also going to see about
bringing department stores like
Macy's here."
Derek Burns: "I will protect
the integrity of the residents in
this area. Reducing student loans
and education are key issues. I
have fought against it [student
loan increases] and will continue
to oppose it. Georgia is one of the
lowest states in the country in
education. I want to fight for
quality education for all students
in the area."
Joe Brannen: "I will see that
taxes are spent wisely. I will see

How do you intend to deal
with the disagreements that
have come about on the City
Council recently?
Heather Kelly: "Compromising is a big issue. You have to
work together. That's something
the council needs to work on."
Derek Burns: "We need a coWhat changes and imhesive group of elected officials.
We need a solid group. I will vote provements would you like to
my conscience and will vote the see on the City Council, and
way the district wants. I will how would you implement
support District 4 and the city of these changes?
Statesboro. I will not be swayed
Heather Kelley: "I would like
by the other officials."
to see Brannen and Crawford
Joe Brannen: "I will respect reinstated and to see the in-fightthe other councilmen. I feel that ing gone. There has been a loss of
the problems will take care of opportunity due to the in-fightthemselves with a full council. ing."
We need to work together as a
Derek Burns: "Our job is to
team."
make policies. I will not push
Emory Fiveash: "It is well issues under the table and keep
known I have had disagreements them from the other councilmen.
with the mayor in the past but I I will vote against any increase
would not be running for city in city utilities. I'm tired of the

might suggest gang activity.
The judge also banned Robey
from possessing or using weapons, including water guns, and
told him to work toward finishing
high school.
Robey "has potential for good
in his life but must stop doing selfdestructive things," The (Toledo)
Blade, quoted Sheridan as saying. "I want this to be a teaching
experience."
Robey said he wasn't sure what
lessons he was supposed to learn.
"I guess part of (the sentence)
was fair, but I think they went a
little extreme," he told The Associated Press from his home in
Tecumseh, a town of 7,500 about
40 miles southwest of Detroit.
The curfew and community service requirements pose a prob-

lem, Robey said, because he needs
to work long hours to pay the $655
in fines already assessed in the
case.
Robey said he's not in a gang,
but might be mistakenly linked to
one because he's a fan of the Detroit-based rap group Insane
Clown Posse.
Robey also said he hasn't dyed
his hair for almost a year, when
he colored it green, and removed
his lip ring six weeks ago.
Explaining his ban on Robey's
adornments, Sheridan said:
"Frankly, if people want to wear
earrings, it's fine with me. But in
this case, the rings, the tinted
hair, they were part of a pattern of
behavior and I am concerned with
breaking that pattern for this
young man."

city capitalizing on the largest
district [District 4]."
Joe Brannen: "That's difficult
to answer until I'm elected. I'm a
newcomer to politics. I would try
to have quarterly meetings for
District 4 to hear the concerns of
the citizens, and hold council
meetings on the GSU campus to
give students a greater opportunity to attend meetings."
Emory Fiveash: "I'd like to
see the representative from District 4 play a more active role in
the workings of the city police
department. I pledge, if elected,
to attend as many police department committee meetings as I
possibly can, even if I am not
appointed a member of the police
committee.

What involvement have you
had with the City Council in
the past?
Heather Kelly: "I've been to
the city council meetings.''
Derek Burns: "I'm a concerned
citizen. I have met the majority
of the council and the Mayor,
and have been directly involved
with the council through serving
on SGA."
Joe Brannen: "I have attended
council meetings."
Emory Fiveash: "I have been
attending city council meetings
off and on since 1995.1 was also
very active in getting students
registered to vote for the liquor

His hair had been green, but he
dyed it blond long before appearing before the judge. For good
measure, he'd taken the ring out
of his pierced lip.
But Matthew Robey said the
sentence he was handed Monday
for ambushing his English teacher
with a squirt gun was nothing
less than "kind of crazy."
"I don't see why they're trying
to change me," Robey said last
Tuesday after being ordered not
to color his hair or get any more
body piercings as part of his sentence. "You can't just force someone to change."
Robey, 17, had been suspended
from Tecumseh High School for
skipping classes when he walked
into Judith Kastel's classroom on
May 14, told her he had a surprise
for her and soaked her with a
water pistol.
He was arrested, spent a night
in the Lenawee County Jail and
originally was charged with felonious assault. Robey pleaded
guilty in July to a reduced charge
of misdemeanor simple assault.
On Monday, District Judge
James Sheridan ordered Robey to
perform 80 hours of community
service and placed him on two
years' probation.
[During his probation, Robey
must obey an overnight curfew
and cannot color his hair, get new
piercings or wear clothing that

Greek Life Office
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for all your Greek needs
We carry a large selection of:
• Wooden letters & paddles
• Sorority & silver jewelry

Robey said he was especially
upset by not being allowed to talk
with Kastel since the soaking.
"I don't hate her or nothing," he
said. "I think this was all a big
misunderstanding. I honestly
meant it as a joke."

And many other Greek items!!!
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What qualifications do you
have for serving on the City
Council?
Heather Kelly: "I'm young and
able to bring vibrancy to the
Council, and I can learn how to
better the city."
Derek Burns: "I have led the
students as president of SGA,
and I'm also president of the
graduate student organization."
Joe Brannen: "I've been a
resident of Statesboro and District 4 for 32 years, I've had experience in the business world, and
I'm a good listener."
Emory Fiveash: "I feel like
my major (history with a political science minor) gives me a
slight edge over the other candidates in terms of experience in
local government operations.
Also, I'm familiar with the Roberts Rules of Order and how
meetings are conducted."
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Wondering what does a girl
know about football?

...A little help from my friends

•An awful lot if she's a ballerina

The Associated Press

tended training camp to teach
SPARTANBURG (AP) — stomach and back exercises.
When the guys on the South
"It's important to get your
Carolina School for the Deaf and lower back really strong,"
the Blind's football team learned Agudelo told the team through
a ballerina was coming to train- interpreters.
ing camp this week, they thought,
"Every day you must do this
"What does a girl know about so you can become as strong and
football?"
hard as rock so no one can hurt
The team, made up of 15- to you when you are out on the
19-year-old boys, learned the field."
hard way, all week long.
The region 2-A team has a 5-4
Stretching. Leg raises. Stom- record on an independent schedach crunches.
ule. It competes against six deaf
Ballet Spartanburg student schools, Chapman and Polk High
Evelyn Ackermann put the 24- junior varsity teams, and
member team through grueling Lockhart High School.
two-a-day, 45-minute sessions of
Ronnie Taylor, 40, the school's
ballet stretching and warm-up head football coach and recreexercises in August's blistering ational therapist, said he expects
heat.
to have a very strong team this
"I thought ballet was just year.
standing on your toes," starting
"They realized what she was
quarterback Paul Fitzpatrick teaching them was important,"
said through an interpreter.
Taylor said. "Some of them had
"I didn't know anything about been negative about it at first
ballet," the 17-year-old Ander- but soon learned how important
son youth said, shaking his head,
"it is so much more difficult."
Ackermann's dance classes
with the football team were part
of her Girl Scouts Gold Award
community service project.
The 16-year-old Virginia
School of the Arts student taught
the players stretches to help build
lower backs, hamstrings and
shoulders and, most importantly,
to help improve their game.
"The response from the team
has been good," the former
Spartanburg Day School student
said.
"They are picking up the
stretches pretty quickly. They
try hard and they are dedicated.
It's been fun getting to know the
guys, it's been a growing experience overall."
Last Thursday afternoon, ballet instructor Carlos Agudelo at-

a great
laid Back

Special photo

MOVING ON UP: Freshmen and their parents littered the streets and parking lots on
campus this weekend whenthe residence halls opened their doors to welcome new and
returning students to GSU. Welcome Week activities are planned through August 27
with a chance to meet the Eagles Football team Saturday at Paulson Stadium. The
marching band, Southern Pride, and the cheerleaders will be on hand to teach
newcomers what it means to be a Georgia Southern Eagle.

Don't forget the Organ and Tissue Donation Fair is on
campus today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Union
Rotunda.

it is.

"I've always believed very
much in flexibility. You can react faster, reduce injuries and
increase strength and help build
confidence."
Chuck White, the school's athletic director said one of the football players is even interested in
taking a ballet class.
"I can feel so much improvement," Fitzpatrick said. "I have
gained agility. I think if we cooperate, we can have a really good
team this year."
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-Aiia, age 16

Everybody loves to trash teenagers, right?
Maybe they don't realize that we do care. That we can make
a difference. Get involved'in Crime Prevention. Clean up parks.
Teach younger kids. Start a school or neighborhood watch..
And help make your community safer and better for everyone.
Together, we can prove them wrong by doing something right.
Call Toll Free
1-800-722-TEENS
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Portch discusses engineering
programs in South Georgia

Special to the G-A

The Board of Regents
may provide programs to educate engineers in South Georgia
as early as Fall 1999, according
to University System Chancellor Stephen R. Portch, by rolling
out collaborative programs that
will quickly start to address specifically identified needs in the
region.
During meetings today
on the Georgia Southern University campus and with business, civic and media leaders in
Statesboro, Portch discussed his
intention to propose such a response to the Board of Regents
at their upcoming monthly meeting in September.
Portch said that his formal proposal to the board will
detail his comprehensive plan
for engineering education
throughout the state, including
in South Georgia. If his proposal
is approved by the Board of Regents, Portch said that initial
programs could be available in
the Fall semester of 1999.

FRESHMEN

Continued from page 1-A
should define who they are.
The class was greeted by
Sophomore Jocelyn Nelson, who
tried to ease their minds a bit
with an account of her freshman
experience. She said that parents and loved ones had invested
too much in the class for them to
lose their focus. She advised
that the new students get to know
their professors, they get involved in the campus and the
community and have pride in it
and themnselves.
The faculty and other administration of GSU also participated
in the event, as did the GSU
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and
Southern Chorale

Chancellor Stephen Portch
indicates the Board of Regents
are considering an engineering
program in South Georgia.
"My present thinking,
which I will present to the Board,
is that we will have four programs in the South Georgia region, two at the undergraduate
level and two graduate programs," Portch stated. "We will
work very closely with Georgia
Tech's leadership to design highquality programs, taking advantage of their worldwide reputation and relationships they have
with thousands of companies
through their co-op program.
"Contingent upon legislative funding, planning and design would start immediately,"
Portch said, "with a goal of implementing the programs in Fall
1999."
Portch will recommend
to the regents that Georgia Tech
and Georgia Southern collaborate to offer a bachelor of science
program in computer and software engineering degree also will
be proposed for the region, as yet
to be announced.
At the graduate level, the
Statesboro community would be
served by two master's degree
programs: one in environmental
engineering and another in electrical engineering. Both programs would be collaboratively
developed with Georgia Tech,
and provided primarily through
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existing distance education degree offerings. In addition,
the fifth floor of the Academic staff created a job opportunity,
Portch said that he also is con- By Shruti Date
The Hatchet (George Washington U.)
sidering the development of an
Center, offers several services to for her at Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport, where
(U-WIRE) WASHINGTON, aid students in their search.
additional statewide master's
Employers contact the Career she has worked for the past two
degree program for current work- D.C. - Suzanne Clarke is witing professionals, that also would ness to the advantages GW's lo- Center on a regular basis to scout years.
Sanchez said such an experibe offered via the system's dis- cation offers its students. Every prospective interns and employence
is essential to the educaweek
she
e-mails
internship
opees, said Amanda Upson, a catance learning network.
tional process.
Interim Georgia South- portunities to students in the reer information coordinator.
The experiences serve as a
ern University President Dr. School of Media and Public AfAlong with the bounty of emHarry Carter, in responding to fairs.
ployer contacts filed on the "window into what's really hap"The opportunities seem end- shelves, the Career Center also pening out there ... you learn by
the chancellor's proposal, said:
"Georgia Southern is pleased to less," said Clarke, SMPA's coor- participates in a national job experiencing," she said.
"I knew I should have experibank called JOBTRAK. Students
have the opportunity to work dinator of external relations.
ence
before I graduated," she
Clarke said GW students are can use the dynamic database by
with Georgia Tech in a collabosaid.
"I don't think companies
rative partnership to bring engi- fortunate for the internship op- entering key words to view listhire
people
who don't have any
neering programs to our univer- portunities she never had access ings in their field, Upson said.
experience
during
college."
Individual schools and departsity and to the South Georgia to as an undergraduate at the
Students
also
learn
to conUniversity
of
Kansas
in
Topeka.
ments also help students find
region."
In return, Georgia Tech
Administrators and students opportunities to work in their duct themselves in a mature
manner when they interact with
President Wayne Clough said in agree the GW's location at the fields.
response: "We are looking for- heart of the nation's capital, proLilian Sanchez, a senior phys- professionals, Sanchez said.
"It's important that when you
ward to working with the vides unique opportunities for ics major, found internships
get
your first job after graduachancellor's office, the Board of students - who need only seek through the cooperative education
you are not spinning in your
Regents, and out academic col- them out.
tion office at the School of Engichair,"
she said. "I am now more
The Career Center, located on neering and Applied Science. The
leagues in South Georgia to decomfortable
in a grown-up setvelop and deliver engineering
ting."
programs of importance to the
She added she believes D.C.
future prosperity of our state."
offers an abundance of opportuPortch's proposal renities, and not just in the politisponds to a report he presented By Mary Lee
The California Aggie (U. California-Davis)
cal arena, because of a huge into the Board of Regents at their
(U-WIRE) DAVIS, Calif. - Is your first impulse to squash any surgence of technical companies
July meeting. That report, "Engineering Education in Georgia: little insect you come across? Well, relax those bug-pinching fingers that need workers, she said.
Clarke said her SMPA e-mails
An Updated Needs Assessment and pick up the new, informative Natural Enemies Handbook. You
have
helped several students find
of Supply and Demand," updated may find put that the bug you were about to annihilate is really your
internships
that resulted in jobs
an initial analysis of engineer- best outdoor buddy.
after
graduation.
>
The
Natural
Enemies
Handbook,
created
by
the
efforts
and
ing education needs conducted
"(The
e-mails)
have
caught on
talents
of
those
in
the
University
of
California
Statewide
Integrated
for the Board of Regents in Octolike
wildfire,"
she
said.
Pest
Management
project,
provides
a
ground-breaking,
illustrated
ber 1995.
The most recent report field guide to biological pest control.
This thorough, yet user-friendly handbook helps readers find,
cited that if Georgia's economy
continues to grow—especially identify and utilize natural enemies to control pests in almost any
with high-end jobs—present en- agricultural crop, garden or landscape.
"This field guide is the first of its kind in California," said Lester
rollment and production plans
may not be sufficient in all engi- Ehler, contributor to the book and professor of entomology, specialneering fields to meet the state's izing in biological control.
Steve H. Dreistadt, an entomologist and writer of the statewide
long-term needs.
Portch was charged in IPM project, emphasized Ehler's opinion of the book as a groundJuly to "identify creative solu- breaking field source. Dreistadt explained that unlike any other
tions" that would enable the source, the handbook brings together "spectacular graphics, highBoard to be responsive in engi- quality pictures and line drawings" with information on every
neering education. The board major, important family in biological pest control.
will hear his full proposal on
September 9, 1998.
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Students weave work
experience into coiiege iife

Pest Management project publishes
guide to biological pest control
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Organ & Tissue Donor Drive
Friday, August 21
Russell Union Rotunda
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Come show that you can

Stick to Your Commitment
at the

Velcro Wall Challenge
FREE Give-Aways:
Stadium Cups, Koozies, Popcorn, Bumper
Stickers, LifeSavers™ and Frisbees
Sponsored by:
The Georgia Coalition on Donation and Georgia Southern
University's.
Eagle Entertainment
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GSU student Randy Press
spent his summer as the
announcer for the Savannah
Rug Ratz professional indoor
soccer team,
Please see story,
page 3B

Life of an RA

One of the most stressful jobs on campus pays off

By Ni'Cole Patterson
Features Editor

Sarah Trucksis

Jeremy Rayburn, sports equipment manager for football and
softball, helps get the team ready for a successful season.

Equipment Mangers: these
guys have it all together
By Ni'Cole Patterson
Features Editor

Do you ever wonder who football players run to when their face
mask or chin strap breaks? You don't know...well they are GSU's
sports equipment managers.
However, there are more to these guys than waiting on chin
straps to break.
"Some of the things we do," Matt Pobieglo, senior football
equipment manager said, "is make sure that the laundry is washed.
On gameday we helpout with equipment setting and putting up
headphones."
"Other priorities that we have are putting face masks together,
helping with drills, and making sure players have the proper
equipment," Jeremy Rayburn, a junior football/softball equipment
manager said.
Pobieglo and Rayburn have been a part of the sports management
scene for more than two years. They both plan on taking the skills
they have learned by working with the different teams into their
careers.
"I got involved in sports management because I knew one of the
coaches and I, too, want to become a coach and educator," said
Jeremy.
Pobieglo said that he also became involved because he is a sports
management major.
"I enjoy working with the players because they are a good group
of guys. They work hard and they are dedicated."
Some of the predictions that these guys have for this year include
GSU becoming National Champions.
.
"They know how much a championship means to them and they
have mutual feelings about the season. Everyone is working toward
the same goal," Pobieglo said.
"They are good people and they like to have fun. I believe if they
stay healthy and focused that anything is possible," Rayburn said.
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Southern
Courtyard, GSU's
newest residence
hall (top), houses
althletes,
international
students, as well
as other students.
Among its
features are a
computer lab,
desk assistance
and a student
activity center
located at the
front entrance.
Complex director,
Helen Fields, and
resident advisor,
Joey Faulk, are
gearing up for a
new year at
Southern
Courtyard (left).
Photos by Sarah Trucksis

k

"Training prepares them better and it helps them with
the importance of the job," he said. They develop confidence and they also start to realize that they make a
difference in the residence halls."
Erwin said that he is looking forward to a great year
with a wonderful staff. He also added that RA positions
are still open and if interested, stop by the residence life
office located in the Rosenwald Building.
To qualify you must have at least a 2.5 or above,
posseses strong leadership and interpersonal skills, clear
discipline recorded and has sensitivity to students' growth
and developmental needs in the university and residence
halls setting.

Myth about roommate death permeates campuses
By Jeremy Taff

Sarsh Trucksis

•

T|

dence hall "room draw." In every
case, however, murdering one's
(U-WIRE) MINNEAPOLIS, roommate is cause for disqualifiMinn. - Almost every freshman cation.
"Students have never been
has heard the rumor upon entering the University: While attend- guaranteed that they'd get
ing college, if a student's room- straight A's or anything like that,"
mate dies, the administration said Jane Canney, associate vice
must grant he or she straight A's president for Student Development and Athletics. "Sometimes
across the board.
While administrators tried to students will have to withdraw
contain their laughter upon hear- or cut back on courses and will
ing the proposition, the urban have to meet with a counselor,"
legend has spread across this she said.
Canney said in the case of a
nation's college campuses since
the 1970s. The legend has gained death on campus, a group of 12
several believers — to the point psychiatrists, ministers, adminwhere a movie based on the al- istrators and health care profesleged clause,"Dead Man on Cam- sionals across campus, called the
Death Response Team, are
pus"-- premieres Friday.
Various versions of the clause brought in to aid students, facabound. Some versions say stu- ulty and staff.
Ralph Rickgarn, executive asdents are awarded only a 3.0, or
simply first choice in the resi- sistant for the Department of
Minnesota Daily (U. Minnesota)

Matt Pobieglo, sports equipment manager for football, gives the
team a hand with drills at a recent practice.

*

Resident Directors and
Resident Advisors seem
to have one of the most
strenuous jobs on campus. With the added pressures of classes, a social
life and dealing with residents questions, it's no
wonder why they are
among the highest paid
studen employees on
campus, earning about
$2,900 this year.
The RDs, which are
graduate students at
Georgia Southern University, are supervisors
to RAs and they usual regfipk
»-■turn two weeks before
RAs. And RAs, who are
upperclassman who live
and work in the residence
halls, return two weeks
before actual residents
arrive.
;
This year, however, because of the semester conversion, they arrived earJPEII
lier.
"This year the RDs reJ0EF
turned on August 3 and
the RAs came back on
August 7," said Curt
Erwin, assistant director
■%
.. "* ^
in residence life.
— Resident- advisor and
senior education major,
* *_
%
Torri Mitchell said that
she didn't mind returning early.
r*^
"I have been an RA for
three years and it's not a
problem. Training helps
you learn the necesary
skills for the job," she
1
©
said. "We have workshops
%
on counseling skills and
'
we focus on community
i
building."
Upon their return for
•
training, both RDs and
Or
RAs learn the different
skills it takes to make a
residence hall run
i
smoothly. There are various seminars arid workshops that each residence
hall staff member must
attend.
"What we try to do during training sessions is teach
RAs about building diversity, communication skills, community building, and emergency training," Erwin said.
One of the few workshops that help RAs get a hands-onexperience with is called "behind closed doors." This
workshop is designed to give new RAs a chance to handle
a situation that may occur inside a residence hall. For
example, returning RAs would act out different scernerios
like rape or a roommate conflict.
Although they return earlier than everyone else, Erwin
said that he believes that RDs and RAs benefit greatly
from training.

Housing and Residential Life,
started the team in 1984.
"If a student's roommate dies,
we tell them to go to a faculty
member," Rickgarn said. "We tell
them to say this is what happened, I'm pretty stressed out,
can I delay this test until I gain
my composure and go through the
grieving process."
Rickgarn said faculty members will occasionally call the team
to make sure the claim is legitimate. The group handles a minimum of three to four deaths per
year.
Rod Loper, psychology professor working in University Counseling and Consulting Services,
currently heads up the team from
his spacious second-floor office in
Eddy Hall.
"You may get a 4.0 in life, but
you don't get a 4.0 in class," Loper

said. "Successfully negotiating the
experience of loss can give you a
very important learning experience."
Loper said it is more likely for
a student's grade point average to
drop after the death of a roommate, particularly if the student
committed suicide or was murdered.
"That would be one of the most
hellish ways to get a 4.0," Loper
said. "Lots o' luck,"
Author Jan Harold Brunvand
researched the legend for his book
on urban legends entitled "Curses!
Broiled Again!"
"If there's a college campus in
the country that does not have a
'suicide rule' legend, I've yet to
discover it," Brunvand writes.
"And if there's (a school) that
does have such a rule on the books,
I haven't found it yet either."

.•••.•.•,«.
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AND SERVICE
SAYS
WELCOME BACK
TO THE

rat

Come To University Tire And Service For All Your Needs
Oil, Lube, Filter
Complete Alignment
Brakes
Tune-Ups GOODfYEAR
Shocks
£J CERTIFIED

Cooling

AUTO SERVICE

System
Transmission
Service

UNIVERSITY TIRE
AND SERVICE
HWY. 80 EAST • 764-6659

Pizza Inn Nissan

Tvre

*See our South Main Location-

OIL, LUBE, FILTER
95

$15.
EITHER
LOCATION

Lube (where applicable), new filter & up
to 5 quarts major brand oil (brands vary).
Most cars. Special diesel oil & filter extra.
Environemntal oil disposal fee may apply
in some areas. Call for an appt.

UNIVERSITY TIRE
AND SERVICE #11

HWY. 301 SOUTH • 871-6659

1
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GSU student moonlights as announcer for Savannah Rug Ratz
By Kelley McGonnell
Editor

He looks just like any other
fan, dressed in a Savannah Rug
Ratz shirt, looking a little nervous about the impending game,
ready for the match to start.
But when the lights go down
in the Savannah Civic Center,
Randy Press transforms from a
mild-mannered college student
to
a
PA
announcer
extraordinaire.
He's loud, he's excited, he is
the voice of the Savannah Rug
Ratz.
Randy, a GSU student majoring in sports management with
an emphasis in public relations,
was the announcer for
Savannah's professional indoor
soccer team this season.
The team just recently travelled to Tallahassee for a game,
and one of the members of the
Booster club made a point of telling Randy that his signature yell
after a goal was missed. It is a
yell he is known for that the fans
have come to expect.
"Coming from Florida, I
watched soccer games on
Univision, a Spanish channel,"
he said. "There is a guy who does
the games there who does that
and basically where it came
from."
The praise boosts Randy's confidence and reminds him that he
is an integral part of the game.
"It made me feel like my ideas
are good and the things I try to
do the fans like," Randy said.
"The fans are getting into the

Sarah Trucksis

"GOAL GOAL:" Randy Press, the voice of Savannah's indoor soccer
team, is also a GSU student who works for athletic media relations.
game. Whenever I ask them to
cheer, they do. They always seem
to like what I do. I haven't had
any complaints yet."
He admits that he wasn't always so confident and that his
first game was a little insane.
"I was really nervous. [The
game getting cancelled] was
probably the best thing that could

have happened to me personally," he said. "It was like a dress
rehearsal. But from that day on
it has been fine."
The game, the first of the season, was cancelled because the
rug had not finished drying from
its cleaning earlier in the day.
A few games into the season
and Randy became more at ease

and started making a notable
difference at the games.
"I took like a game or two to
get the swing of it," he said.
"Learning what's coming next
and what's expected next."
And learn he did. The management of the Rug Ratz is happy
to have him around.
"I think in indoor soccer, more
than perhaps any other sport,
the PA announcer is very important," Mitch Mann, general manager, said. "Randy has a terrific
voice and a great feel for the
game. I feel the fans react to his
lead by rallying behind the team."
But with the glory of announcing, comes the humiliation of
being cussed out by the opponents in the penalty box, which
is located right next to Randy's
mike.
"One time this team got a
penalty and I maybe said the
player's name with a little too
much jubilation," Randy said.
"He decided to start swearing
and to flip me the bird. It's the
heat of the game, I can understand. I might do the same thing
if I was playing."
As a practicum student for
GSU media relations, Randy was
required to attend the baseball
games last spring. At one game,
the announcer did not make it
and Randy had to step in.
"The first time I ever did PA
was at a Georgia Southern baseball game and that's because Tom
McClellan [Athletic Media Relations Director] told me he thought
I had a good voice and asked me

if I wanted to do it. I had fun
doing it there and I think I did a
good job," he said.
What began as a favor to his
boss turned into a job with a
professional sports team. A fellow worker connected Randy to
the Rug Ratz.
"Jim Stephan of the media
relations office got me through
the front door by getting me a
tryout," Randy said. "I went
against about five other people.
Jim asked them [Rug Ratz management] without me even knowing. I really wasn't expecting to
get it, but when I did I was
shocked actually."
His youth and extensive
knowledge of sports won out and
Randy Press became the official
voice of the Savannah Rug Ratz.
He is not the only person from
GSU media relations who worked
for the Rug Ratz. Jim Stephan
was the statician for the soccer
team and Mike Davis sold programs and ran the video camera.
"Three-fifths of the office
worked there. It was cool to work
with those guys," Randy said.
But announcing is not the only
feather in Randy's cap. He arrives about four hours before the
game to help set up, to run off
media notes and get the line ups
for both teams. This includes
figuring out the crazy pronunciations.
"A lot of these guys are foreigners," he said.
He also tries to talk to the
fans and make sure they know

that they are important.
"I want them to know how
important they are to the overall
success of the team and how
happy we are they are there."
He said he enjoys pumping up
the fans the most.
"My favorite part is probably
being able to get the fans more
into the game and being an important part of making the game
fun and exciting for the fans," he
said.
In addition to his before-thegame duties, Randy also writes
the press releases after the game.
"After the game I write the press
releases and fax them to the media
outlets," hesaid.'Andthatgoeswith
my goal in life of hopefully working
with athletic media relations."
This year Randy will be the student assistant for football and will
help with stats and anything else
they ask him to do.
He hopes to one day be the media
director for a major university or
the general manager of a professional team. Announcing is not his
first ambition.
"I never intended to be an announcer, ever. It just sorta happened,"he said. "But it happened so
I might as well pursue it the best I
can."
"I would really like to be the play
by play guy on the radio for some
professional team if I'm going to
stay with announcing."
But his dreams are even bigger
than that.
"If I could work for the Miami
Dolphins, I would never quit that
job."

A dream come true in a shoe department If you know someone who should
be in the "Spotlight" or you have a
great story idea, please call 6815246 and ask for Ni'Cole!

The Associated Press

WINDHAM, N.H.-Ever since
she learned to walk, Michelle
Provencal has had a fascination
with shoes.
The 19-year-old spent much
of her toddler years stumbling
around in her mother's high
heels.
Last year, her freshman dorm
room at a New York City art
school was covered with pictures
of bright red shoes.
And nearly every school
project she created turned out to
be some kind of highly fashionable but totally unwearable shoe.
Provencal's lifelong fascination is now paying off. Nine of
her brightly colored ceramic
shoes are on display in a store
window on Madison Avenue in
New York City.
Each is on sale for $150 to
$250.
"I couldn't believe it. I was
thrilled," said Provencal, a
Pinkerton High graduate who is
entering her sophomore year at
The Associated Press

MALIBU, Calif.- A photographer accused Sean Penn of hitting him with a rock last Monday
for videotaping the actor while
he walked with his father.
No immediate charges were
filed against Penn, whose 38th
birthday was Monday. Penn's
publicist, Carol Stone, had no
comment.
Penn told sheriffs deputies
he was walking along a rural
road with his father, director Leo
Penn, when Michael Sindell confronted him.
"They exchanged some words
and there was a brief altercation. At this point, both sides are
accusing each other of assault,"
Deputy Bob Killeen said.
The photographer claimed
Penn hit him with a rock. Penn

heels. She also designed shoes
Pratt Institute in Brooklyn.
"It's a great opportunity to get with a swirled heel that remind
her of two bicycle wheels.
my stuff out," she said.
She presented the collection
Provencal's shoes will stay in
the store window of the Stuart in June and was invited to disWeitzman flagship shoe store for play nine in the store window.
The shoes have been in the winabout three weeks.
Stuart Weitzman is one of dow about a week.
"The people that come in just
the country's largest manufacturers of high-fashion women's love them," Provencal said. She
shoes. His shoes have been fea- said her grandfather, an artist,
tured in Vogue, Harper's Bazaar inspired her to study art as a
profession, not just a hobby.
and other women's magazines.
"I like it because it's not like
Provencal's mother, Roberta,
noticed the shoe store while walk- work for me," Provencal said.
ing down Madison Avenue in De- "It's what I like to do anyway. I
cember. In the store window was think it's really important to do
a collection of shoes made out of something that I love, and that's
what I love."
broken glass.
However, designing ceramic
Roberta knew her daughter
had created a similar broken- shoes is not how Provencal exglass shoe for a school project pects to make her career. She is
studying industrial design and
last fall.
Provencal went to the store, hopes to design flatware, dishes
talked to the store manager, and and other table-top items.
Months of designing the shoe
was invited to bring in her shoes.
display
have been enough for
She spent months designing
and creating brightly colored Provencal: "Now I'm about done
platform shoes, sandals andhigh with shoes."
claims the photographer lunged
at him and was hit, Killeen said.
"It's a he said-she said kind of
thing. Our detectives will handle
it."
Penn served more than half of
a 60-day jail term last year for
violating parole by punching an
extra during filming of "Colors."
He was on parole for slugging a
man he accused of trying to kiss
then-wife Madonna in a nightclub in 1986.
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa— Former Archbishop
Desmond Tutu, who is guiding
the reconciliation process in postapartheid South Africa, will
spend a year teaching at Emory
University in Atlanta.
Tutu presided over a session
of the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission in Cape Town on
Wednesday. He left that night
for Atlanta, Tutu spokesman
John Allen said.
Tutu is expected to return to
South Africa on Oct. 28 to present
President Nelson Mandela with
the commission's final report.
The Anglican priest will work
on a book this fall and not take
on any classroom duties.
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Welcome Back Students!
Please join Lutheran Student Fellowship at our
Welcome Back Cookout!

Date: August 26th
Time: 6:30 pm
Place: St. Paul's Lutheran Church
(located at Hwy 67 & the bypass)
Lutheran Student Fellowship
LandrumBox 12678

681-2481
stpaul@bulloch.com

Call for questions
& directions

■

Students!

Greek Life Office
Russell Union

:
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(912)681-6765

1818 Chandler Rd
Statesboro, GA 30458
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My Own Prison puts CREEP in multi-platinum territory

Special to the G-A

Big guitars, dramatic vocals,
bold lyrics- Creed is a grassroots
phenomenon. At a time of packaged authenticity and corporate
rock disguised as rebellion, this
Florida quartet is real. Creed is
a band with a self-generated fan
base and a live act of rare intensity.
A band whose radio support
is spurred on not by focus groups,
but by phone calls from zealous
fans and heavy action on the
band's We site (creednet.com)
attracting more than 100,000
visitors a week.
Creed's debut album, (My Own
Prison), which captures their signature passion was certified
Platinum in January 1998 and is
well on its way to multi-platinum.
"Each performance is an intense experience for us," says
singer Scott Stapp.
"We play from the heart. I
think it's important that the first
time you see a band that you're
in love with, you can see the
sweat dripping off my face and
the spit coming out of my mouth.
You can reach and almost touch
our feet. And I want to be able to

see them too. I want to be able to
make eye contact with everyone
in the room...It's a show for the
band too. We're looking at all
these faces in the crowd and
they're putting on a show for us."
Candor, commitment and fervor are the hallmarks of Creed—
of Stapp and fellow songwriter/
guitarist Mark Tremonti, and the
assertive rhythm section of bassist Brian Marshall and drummer Scott Phillips.
On (My Own Prison), themes
of survival in (Torn) ("Yes I'm
the only one who...would carry
on this far,") are combined with
compassion in (Sister) ("Broken
father, broken brother/emptiness
feeds the hunger,").
And social critique from (In
America) ("Church bells ringing/pass the plate around") alternates with poetic detail in guitar-driven attack, the unifying
note is sounded by the lyrics.
"There's always a spiritual
thrust to what I'm writing,"
Stapp says. "Spiritual, not religious. For me, religion was about
'what not to do.' Spirituality
opens you up, sets you free."
They recorded (My Own
Prison) for less than $6,000 in

stand out.
"We played four-hour gigs with
20 originals and 20 covers. Our
goal was to replace a cover with
an original every week and that's
what we ended up with."
The songs were the products
of the Stapp/Tremonti bond. "I
had a ritual for writing lyrics,"
Scott explains.
"Every night I'd lie in bed with
paper and pencil. Then I'd show
the lyrics to Mark. He'd play a
riff, and I'd sing. Ninety percent
of the time, what we'd arrived at
worked.
Brian and Scott Phillips have
a free hand in creating the bass
and drum parts. On the road,
we're using sound checks to write.
A week ago, I started singing.
Mark started playing. Brian and
Scott joined in. In about 15 minutes, we had a new song."
With
influences
from
Metallica to Jim Morrison, and
R&B to Black Flag, Creed's music is rich in texture.
It shines through from the
dazzling guitar and drums interplay on (Ode), to the graceful
six-string work on (Pity for a
Dime) and the insinuating bass
line of (Illusion). Combined with

Special Photo

Grassroots newest artist CREED explodes onto the scene with their
chart-stopping disc My Own Prison.
the home of producer John
Kurzweg ("He's amazing," Scott
says, "people will be hearing a
lot about John").
■ Two months after it's 1997
release, the disc has sold over
3,000 copies. Remixed by Ron
Saint-Germain
(Tool,
Soundgarden, 311) and re-re-

leased on BMG-distributed
Wind-up Records, (My Own
Prison) quickly became the #1
track at rock radio.
Started by former high school
classmates Stapp and Tremonti,
Creed began playing dates in
their adopted hometown of Tallahassee-where most bands

the vocals on (My Own Prison),
the result is memorable. (It
makes sense that Stapp's an R&B
fan; in the shower, he used to
sing along with the a capella
parts on Take 6 Records). The
full-born assault of (Unforgiven)
gives way to the syncopated
rhythms or (Sister). Creed is a
young band, but somehow they
play together like seasoned pros.
Now on an extensive national
tour, Creed continues to live up to
their promise. And it seems likely
that they'll gain new followers to
join their swelling ranks.
"At the gigs," Scott says, "We
find that about half the audience
knows the record really well. The
other half have heard of us. They
seem to want to hear more. So we
play even harder."
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restaurant

Country Fried Steak with old fashion
milk gravy With your choice of two
vegetables and dinner bread.

221 N. Main • Statesboro, GA
764-2316
Mon — Hamburger
Combo w/ choice of
potato
Tues — Chicken Fingers
with potato
& salad bar

^>£ B

I PIZZA • CALZONES • LASAGNA • SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS
iH

$r—99

Onh

'. Wed - 1/2 pound ground
sirloin w/ potato & salad bar
Thurs - Fried fillet of flounder
w/ potato & salad bar

Fri & Sat.-Shrimp Scampi
r Chicken Fetticini Alfredo
M IP" w/ a choice of potato, salad,
and dinner bread.

ks

2 Medium
1-Topping
Pizzas for

$n99

f£j\ii>

Rent 1 movie
Get 1 FREE
$1.59 value

excluding new
arrivals

| (912)681-1942

pjjzQHMva 'Nvasaravd NHJDIHD • savivs xaa^o • SHSONH NH:>OIH3~ I

STATESBORO MALL
Bring your Dinner Date to:
Mugs & Movies
Now Serving:
Sandwiches • Salads • Pizza • Appetizers and more!
*

•ilk

«w '"•

Show times 7:30 pm &10:00 pm

% fath, 'flow
* Thursday *

LADIES NIGHT

UJM

s~s

ICtof ™* MadnesswttW Bob The TrMa Master

"
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MEAT&

764-7669

kkkikkkk

\ #2 College Plaza Behind Wendy's

Sff/ft^k)

——

405 Fair Rd.
Next to Recreation Dept.
Open Dailyllam-11:30pm
FREE DELIVERY

only

Kelly's Videos
"Open Late"

Mon-Thurs 10am-12 mid
"; Fri-Sat
10 am -1 am
; Sunday
12noon-12mid

^■■MHIMB

Located 301 South
Of

681-9000

(75 PITCHERS
Call for Details

!♦¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥»
SONIC GOES BANANAS IN AUGUST! WITH 6
COMBOS AND ONE DINNER
DRIVE-IN
322 South Main
"Iwythliif yowl* Hungry tec— DRIVE-THRU

Offers Not Good With Any Other Coupons or Offers

The Pondering
$1 Vodkas -754 Drafts
8*21 Control Freak
a 22
SdtUKW ' Sowood Honey
1 University Plaza • 661-WING (9464)

(A)»Deluxe Sonic Burger
•Large Fries or Tots
•Medium Soft Drink

fPLVS TA

AUGUST SPECIALS

(F)» Brown BagSp

• 2 Deluxe Sonic Burgers• 2 Large Fries or Tots
• 2 Medium Soft Drinks

(G) • Qiidcen Strip Dinner
(H)»CH0C0IATCC0\
BANANASHAKE

(B) • Ex-Long Chili Cheese Cone
• Large Fries or Tots
•Medium Soft Drink

(D) • Breaded Chick-Filet Sandwirl
• Large Fries or Tots
-^
•Medium Soft Drink

(C) • Country Fried Steak Sandwic
• Large Fries or Tots
•Medium Soft Drink

(E) 'Double Meal, Double Cheesebu
•Large Fries or Tots
•Medium Soft Drink
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Tips to keep you safe on and off campus

Some hints to relieve stress
By Ni'Cole Patterson
Features Editor

Stress seems to be one to the
natural wonders of college life.
With the loom of overbearing
classes, work and a social life,
it's no wonder why most college
students suffer from stress and
anxiety.
To avoid some of these tensions , here are a few helpful hints
to make this year a little easier.
The first hint is to avoid alcohol and drugs. Alcohol is a depressant that coats stress symptoms.
Also, drugs affect your mind
and they weaken your ability to
cope with life. Using either of
these products can create more
problems than they can solve.
Another hint is to avoid overwork and panic. Constant study
can make you more tense and
irritable.
Try to study for each class
each night for a least two hours.
That way when you are preparing for an exam or quiz you will
be more prepared.
However, scheduling recreational time is an excellent therapeutic way to cope with both.
Managing stress is very es-

sential, also. The first step to
manage stress is eating properly. Practicing a balanced diet,
with few sugary snacks, can be
helpful. Sugar gives a burst of
energy, but it ultimately acts as
an depressant. Exercise at least
three times a week for about half
an hour. This is a great way to
revitalize.
Sleep is another way to manage stress. The proper amount of
sleep, between seven to eight
hours, can help you stay awake
and alert. College life is mindboggling enough without the
added pressures of test anxiety.
Nevertheless, learning to cope
with test anxiety is a great idea.
Always be prepared for class.
Ask your professors specifically
what will be on the test. And
when reviewing your notes, try
to think of questions that you
think will be on the test.
Relax before your test. Before the test starts, enjoy some
peace and quiet. Try putting
your notes away. Don't try to
cram last minute information
because you will most likely forget the other information you
have retained.
During the test, take your

mind off other problems and keep
focus. Follow all directions and
look over the entire test. However, only spend a few minutes
on each question. If you don't
know the answer to a particular
question, skip it and go back to
it. Most importantly, keep a positive attitude.
Nevertheless, if you are experiencing uncontrollable stress or
anxiety, please take advantage
of the counseling center. There
are professionals there to help
you.
The counseling center is located by Lakeside Cafe and if
offers individual or group counseling sessions. The number to
call at the counseling center is
681-5541.
All of these helpful hints
should provide you with the results you need. Stress and test
anxiety is not healthy and if you
think about it—nothing is really
worth getting stressed over. So,
enjoy a great year and stay
healthy!
-The Guide to On Campus Living was referred to in the writing
of this article.

By Ni'Cole Patterson
Features Editor

Personal safety is something
that each student at GSU should
be aware of. There are some important tips that can help you
protect yourself in the residence
halls, on campus and in the
Statesboro community.
If you stay in a residence hall,
remember to lock your door.
Whether you are just going to
the restroom or next door—lock
up your valuables.
This will keep your valuables
and yourself safe. Also, never
prop doors. Especially, front and
back doors of the residence hall.
This is important because it prevents unwanted guests from entering the building.
Another important safety precaution is knowing the emergency evacuation procedures for

the hall. However, also be aware
of the locations of the emergency
exits and fire extinguishers.
It's also important to memorize emergency numbers. If you
are calling from the residence
hall the number to the police and
fire department is 9-911. The
Student Conduct Code can also
provide you with health and
safety regulations.
Campus safety is another significant issue. One tip to consider is never walking alone at
night. If you must go to a certain
area on campus, be cautious and
take a friend. If you don't have
anyone to walk with, call Night
Escort Services at 681-5234 for
an escort anywhere on campus.
Escorts are available from 6p.m.
to 2a.m.
Always be alert to your surroundings, and when walking to

Welcome Back and
thanks for reading the
award winning GeorgeAnne.

your car have keys in your hand.
This prevents you from searching in the dark for them. If necessary, your keys can also be used
as a weapon. It is also a good idea
to park in a well lighted area.
Nevertheless, if you are attacked, try to fight back and
keep in mind what is happening
and what the attacker looks like.
In many cases, struggling can
save you; it can sometimes antagonize the attacker.
Most importantly, remember
to report any attack on or off
campus, to a Residence Hall staff
member, the University or
Statesboro Police.
-The Guide for On Campu Living was used as a reference for
the writing of this article.
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REGISTER
NOW

Greek Life Office
Russell Union
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NEW SPECIAL!

Restaurant

Dine In • Carry Out • Nice Bar • Host Parties

Wl
A PICTU
B E

Dinner For Two!

Choose any two entrees plus
two soups or salads and six
dumplings for only
:■■■::::■

Open Daily:

... ^K$M&\Wt- ^U

Located by Winn-Dixie
Next to Dollar General

MONDAYS ARI
MONDAY
NITRO!
Starting
8:00pm

$13.99

u»-10:30 pm (912) 489-8813,764-55361

ONLY

JVlon:

$2 Goldberg Shots
$1.50 Big Mug RefillSr

Enjoy Full Service Dining From Our
Expanded Menu
^ Appetizers • Salads • Sandwiches • Pasta
Dishes • Fajitas • Pizza & Much More!
681-9066
FREE DELIVERY

k

71 I S Main
Across From GSU

COME EARLy AND
CHECK OUT OUR
NEW MENU

Nothing Fancy. Just Good Food.
The world's best wings, rvtisserie chicken,
soup, salads, sandrwches & burgers

120 Lamer Drive., Statesboro, GA
(1/4 mile from GSU's Paulson Stadium) 681-3030
Moti-Fri ll:30am-lam « Sat ll:30am-12am
Sun. ll-30am-10pm

Call 681-5418
Purchase your space
in The George-Anne
Today!
■■
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All Movies Show in
Russell Union
Theatre

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■«
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New Arrivals

PLAYSTATION
NrNTErNTOO 64
(Largest Selection in Town)
. 489-4279

"■■mi
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Hope Floats
He's Got Game
X-Files
Dr. Dolittle
The Truman Show
Ever After
Lethal Wepon Series
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Look For These Movies
Coming Soon!

A

AT THE RUSSELL UNION

August 24th - 28th
7:00 pm
For more info.,
call 681-0399

Monday - Friday 25$ wings
from 3p.m.-5p.m.

FREE
:■ ""''■ TH

A Division of Student Affairs

Nightly Entertainment

Nintendo 64 tournament- sign-ups 7:00, \
starts at 8:00 - Champs take home $100
12 oz Ribeye with 3 sides only $8.95
Kids Eat Free
Tues: LIVE Trivia $2 Coronas, $2 Kamikaze
Shots, Bash Night: All You Can Eat
Wings 6-10 p.m. $7.95
Wed: Fran Vidal 10:00pm, 500 Jello Shots, $1
Margaritas
Thur: Karaoke Night, Rib O' Rama All You Can
Eat Ribs, $7.95, $1 Margaritas
Fri:
Room 19 - 10:00pm
Sat:
The Drunks 10:00 pm - 250 Wings until 5
Sim: 250 Wings until 5p.m., Kids Eat Free;

WAREHOUSE

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

EAGLE CINEMA
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Today's Quote

"Women are unpredictable.
You never know how
they're going to manage to
get their own way."
— Beatrice Mann
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ACROSS
Flag down
Approaches
Morally smug
person
Woodwind
instrument
University of
Maine location
First-class
Sampras of
tennis
Durable fabric
Discourteous
Get the ball
rolling
Modifiers
Thailand, once
Singer Kazan
Silent assent
Shamrocks, e.g.
Exploit
Phobias
Georgia city
South American
plain
Republicans
Nonsensical
Hermit
Beige shades
"Norma _"
Most blatant
Conclusion
Dental coating
Tall tale
Infidelity
Signs of
boredom
Singer Tennille
Ruth's
mother-in-law

67 Bloke

68 Actor Estrada
69 Enrage
70 Beatles'
metermaid
71 Actor
Auberjonois
72 Roller blade
73 Self images
1
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DOWN
Beer ingredient
Help on a heist
Very small
amount
Ogles
Massachusetts
cape
Smeltery pile
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All rights reserved.

7 " Lisa"
8 Author Bagnold
9 Language of
Mogadishu
10 Guerrilla
11 Port on the
Seine
12 Madagascar
primate
13 V-formation
flyers
21 Retaliation
23 Fortune telling
25 "We _ the
" World"
26 Paltry
28 Amounting to
nothing
29 Norway's capital
30 College bigwig
32 Dress
33 Florida raptor
37 Caution
38 Son of Judah
39 Require
41 Cozy
46 New World nat.
49 Sports venues

•• STUDENTS BEWARE

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens all
advertisements prior to publication. The newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate products and services only. Students are urged to
exercise caution when replying to ads - particularly those which require a credit card
number, other personal information, or money
in advance of the delivery of a product or service. Students are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers which they
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer
seems too good to be true, it probably is.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS:
The
George-Anne is the official student newspaper
of Georgia Southern University, owned and
operated by GSU students and utilizing the
facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is
the oldest continuously published weekly
newspaper in Bulloch County and Statesboro,
Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of
the editor or the individual authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Student
Media Committee, the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The
George-Anne is published twice weeklyduring
the academic year and three times during
summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone at
912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers may also send electronic messages to the
newspaper staff by visiting our web site at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I.
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or
912/618-5418 (Advertising)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.

DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving
space and submitting advertising copy is Noon, one
week prior to the intended publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample publications, contact: Shawn Sunderland, Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville, Student
Media Coordinator, (912) 681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspaper
makes every reasonable effort to present correct and
complete information in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and should notify the newspaper immediately
in the event of an error. The newspaper is not responsible for any errors in advertisements and its liability
for adjustments is limited to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is
not responsible for any damages caused due to an
ad's omission from a particular edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from students,
faculty and staff must be non-commercial in nature
and submitted in writing, with the name of the sender,
local address, and phone number. No free ads taken
via telephone - at this price we don't take dictation.
One free ad per person per week. Commercial classified are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription rates
for home delivery of The George-Anne are $30 per
semester, or $52 per year, delivered by third class
mail. Please address all inquiries to Zeina Rahme,
Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed
free of charge on the Georgia Southern University
campus through delivery sites located in campus
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, and a
second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents each and are
available at the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution
site constitutes theft under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to have any person(s) who removes
more than the authorized number of copies from distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, Read by
them Air - from Robert Williams of the Blackshear
Times. Call Bob and he can tell you who he stole it
from originally.

ATTENTION CLASSIFIED Ad Customers:
All ads that are submitted by e-mail must
contain the following information: First &
last name, Landrum box, and phone
number. Without this vital information your
ads will not be published.
AREA TITLE Researcher - must have
dependable transportation, good handwriting,
will train at no cost or obligation. Call 1-800460-0273.
LARGE BLUE couch for sale. Good condition
$85. Call Patty or Kevin 764-6063
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Furniture & Appliances

250
Sports & Stuff

290
Travel

QUEENZSIZE WATERBED with 2 cylinders'
$50 - call 681-6309 and leave message if
interested

STAIR STEPPER excellent condition $65 call 681-6309 and leave message if interested

SPRING BREAK '99 - Sell trips, earn cash &
go free!!! Student Travel Services is no hiring
campus reps/group organizers. Lowest rates
to Jamaica, Mexico & Florida. Call 1-800-6484849.

MULTICOLOR SOFA $25, tables $10,
bookshelf (perfect for a TV) $20. Call 6817552 anytime
FOR SALE Bostwick 6" RD car speakers,
$35.
King size waterbed (everything
included), $150. Upright dresser, $50. Mirror
w/ dresser, $80. Email (DKSPAZ@aol.com) or
call ASAP (leave a message) (912) 660-8053.
MUST SELL! WILL BRING TO CAMPUS IF
YOU PURCHASE!

CARDIOGLIDE GOOD CONDITION $100 call 681-6309 and leave message if interested

/ FUN & STUFF

Visit our Web site for list of places to visit and
things to do that are both educational and fun.
On-line at
httD'//WWW Stp.QaSOU.edu/funStufl/
^'
'

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

BED FOR SALE! Full size bed includes a
white iron and brass headboard, firm mattress
and box spring, and a good quality frame.
Original cost was $1100; now asking $175 or
best offer. For more information, call 8714307.
FOR SALE: Washer/dryer works great $75 for
both. Couch $25. Box springs & matress $25
for both. Call Jennifer 681-8576

73

8/2 0/98

FOR SALE: 9-drawer dresser, green/white
$15. Includes wall mirror. Call 681-7817
QUEEN MATTRESS springs $275, brown
tgweed couch $300, tan lounge $200, leather
executive chair $200, brown/chrome chair
$50. 871-1866 or.871-7530.

130
Garage Sales
YARD SALE! Graduating in summer, must
sell including sofa, tv, tables, mattress, stereo,
VCR, drawers, and word processor. Call
Herbert @ 681-8132 or email gsi00613.
GRADUATION SALE Beautiful sofa, $60;
comfy chair, $15. Both in excellent condition
and more! Call Jennifer ©764-4088. Leave a
message.

140
Help Wanted
51
52
53
55
57
58
60

Spud
Venerate
Encounter
Mother-of-pearl
Relative position
Hindu discipline
Early American

political party
61 Western
alliance, briefly
62 Rejuvenation
resorts
65 Ran into
66 Fury

MINORITY
ADVISEMENT
Program
Orientation Wednesday, Aug. 26, at 6 pm in
the Russell Union Ballroom.
VOLUNTEER TODAY -- Over 50 agencies
and opportunities in our community await you.
Call the Office of Volunteer Sen/ices 681-5409
now!

40
Autos for Sale
FOR SALE: Ford Escort LX91 117K mi
excellent condition running well automatic 4door central lock call 871 -6864 anytime
92 EAGLE Talon ~ Mint Condition, 51K miles,
power door & window, original stereo, must
sell $4800 OBO. Call Jay 871-7210.
FOR SALE $500 1987 white Chevrolet
Cavalier w/ new tires, radio, cloth seats. A/C
and radiator fans broken. Needs work but still
runs. Call 681-4796.
SEIZED CARS from $176.
Porsches,
Caddillacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs Your area. Toll free 1-800-2189000 Ext A-7828 for current listings.
1995 TWO DOOR blue Dodge Neon - am/fm
cassette stereo, a/c, dual airbagfs, power
steering, manual drive, 87K mi in excellent
condition. $6700 or $1300 down and $195
monthly payments. Please call 681-4112

CAMPUS MANAGER PT
NEED $$?
ENJOY MEETING PEOPLE?
Student Advantage, a national student
membership company seeks motivated,
outgoing individuals to manage on-campus
events/promotions & local sponsor program.
Fax resume to: 404-873-6695 or e-mail
potts@studentadvantage.com or phone 1800-313-1667 attn: Erin Bales

195
Personal Electronics
STEREO (GE) 1 disc, 2 cassettes $65;
student desk $15; Rice cooker (National) 8
cups $17; refrig small size $20; Hot pot $6;
Toaster $5. Call 871-6864 anytime.

200
Pets & Supplies
FREE KITTENS! Healthy black and white
kittens looking for responsibly humans to love
on. Call Isaac or Becky @ 681-8696.

220
Rentals & Real Estate
M/F ROOMATE needed for 3 bedroom house.
$200+1/3 utilities. Walking distance to GSU.
Call 871-5108 ASAP.

FOR SALE: 1986 Blue Camaro. $1700 OBO.
Call 681-6341

WANTED - three responsible GSU students
to occupy 3BR/2BA double wide mobile home.
Located on Lanier Drive. Includes DW, W/D,
Steve, Refrig & large deck. No pets allowed.
Lease and deposit required. Please call
Angela 842-9293 & leave message. $250/mo
per tenant with a possibility for lower rent.

Child Care

2 BEDROOM/2 baths, 14x70 mobile home for
rent. $350.00 month/$150.00 deposit, 6816226 6 miles from GSU campus. Adults only.

THE STATESBORO-Bulloch County Parks
and Recreations Department is currently
seeking applicants for the counselor positions
with the "Our Time" After School Program.
Qualifications include: experience working
with school age children (k-5th grades); a
desire to create an enriched environment for
the participants; creativity; and supervisory
abilities. For further infomation, please
contact Joy Deal at 764-5637 or 489-9058

Computers & Software
ANTEDILNVIAN SEEKS proprietary RAM for
ancient IBM PS/1. Contact Marshall; perhaps
we.can arrange a barter. 764-7497. Email:
mc@gsu.cc.gasou.edu
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK 420 D 10x CD-ROM,
Floppy, 120 MHz Pentium, 16 MB RAM, builtin speakers & sound card. $1300 OBO. Call
Joseph 871-6867
FOR SALE: $300 486 computer w/ external
hard drive and CD-ROM. Plus monitor,
keyboard, mouse, and joysticks. (Hard drive
needs work.) Call 681-4796.

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, fireplace, nice
subdivision in Statesboro. Available August,
$675, on year lease. 681-0591 or 852-5299
BLACK FEMALE needed to share 4 bedroom
house in nice, quiet Hawthorne neighborhood.
$200+ utilities. If interested call 681-3619.
REASONABLE RENTALS
764-5003
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY - Master BR,
bath for rent in 3BR house. A/C, heat, W/D
$220 per month + 1/3 util. Call Aaron or Brian
at 764-9458.
WANTED - I need a place from August to
December. If you want to share call 764-9661.
FLEXIBLE LEASES for 98-99 school year.
Only a few left. 2B/2B at Eagle Court
furnished and unfurnished, and 2B/1B at
Georgia Villa. Call 681-0894.
3BR/ 2BA HOUSE across from stadium in
Sherwood Forest needs 2M/F roommates
ASAP call 681-2817 or page at 486-8000.
2 ROOMMATES needed to fill 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. $180 per month. Call 489-6835.
SEEKING QUIET SWF to share 3/BR, 3/BA
apartment. $250+1/3 utilites. ASAP for
semester or year. Call Patty @ 764-6063.
THREE BEDROOM T-house for rent. Call
489-5149 for an appointment to view house
after 5 pm

GS TOP STEP tutorial program wants
VOLUNTEERS. Work with kids in grades two
through twelve. For workshop information and
time 681-5409.

FEMALE NEEDED to take over lease in 3
bedroom Park Place townhouse starting Fall
Semester. $241/month includes washer &
dryer. Call Kashlana @ 871-7108.

SERVICE TRANSCRIPTS from GSU are
valuable and can be earned through volunteer
service. Call for registration information 6815409

Z> FUN & STUFF
Visit our Web site for list of things to do that
are educational and fun. On-line at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

MEDIA
RELATIONS
INTERNSHIP
AVAILABLE The Public Relations Office at
Georgia Southern University invites students
interested in gaining media relations work
experience to apply for a fall semester
internship. Qualified students must have
strong communication skills, especially the
ability to write well. The Public Relations
Office can customize this unpaid internship
top provide valuable experience for a student
majoring in Communications Arts, Marketing
Business Administration, Computer Science,
Higher Education or other appropriate and
relevant disciplines. Send a letter of interest
by September 1 to Media Relations Internship,
Georgia Southern University Public Relations
Office, P.O. Box 8055, Statesboro, GA 304608055.
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George-Anne
Applebee's needs more experience
By Jennifer Stokes

Upon or dinner arrival, we asked the waitress for
more drinks. As you know, there is nothing worse
Welcome back, fellow gastronomists! I'm sure than really needing a cool drink to wash down your
many ofyou have noticed our new Applebee's, which dinner, only to find that there is a really soggy lemon
opened at the end of June, right after many of us left wedge and some ice. This is a major sin in my book.
the 'Boro for the summer. Applebee's has long been Points off for technical violations.
My pasta was disappointing to say the least.
one of my favorite restaurants for casual dining, and
I cruised in one weekday evening with a friend of There was plenty of it, with lots of veggies and all,
but with the first mouthful it was obvious that the
mine to check it out.
pasta was not
This place is as
cooked enough.
hopping as LongYuck!
This is one of
horn was when it
the
rare
times that
first opened. Even
I
sent
a
dish
back.
though it was a
Of course, it was
Thursday,
we
quite a while before
were told there
we could catch the
would be a twenty
waitress again.
minute wait. No
But she was apoloproblem, though;
getic and fell all
we sidled over to
over herself while I
the bar, where I
decided what to try
ordered a glass of
next. My next orthe house rose and
der was the blackmi amigo quaffed
ened chicken salad.
a frosty mug of
Sara Trucksis
During my wait,
beer.
Applebee's located on Highway 80 near the Veteran's Memorial
my friend was digWhile
we
Bypass
ging away at the
passed the time, I
noticed the place was definitely full, and there were riblet platter. Artie let me taste it and it was good.
servers zipping around like honey bees in a clover It was so good that he had to shoo me away. So, I had
to suffer and watch him eat while I waited impameadow.
Artie, however, noticed the Trivial Pursuit cards. tiently for my meal.
By the time it came out, Artie was stuffed and he
In little glasses scattered around the bar, there are
had
to watch me eat. Although revenge is sweet, it
Trivial Pursuit cards.
made
for a difficult dinner date.
We were seated in a large booth by the window.
For dessert, we split a blond brownie. This
Our server came out and took our drink order, and
we looked over the menu. Standard middle of the delightful concoction is sweet enough to put you into
road dining; ribs, salads, pasta plates, etc.-a nice a diabetic coma. It's a blond brownie with ice cream,
selection of appetizers and on the table a tempting served on a hot skillet, with butterscotch sauce on
description of some of those fancy alcoholic drinks. the side to pour on the brownie. It was excellent, but
We decided to stick with iced teas, and spent our only for those with an exceptionally large sweet
pennies on a veggie patch pizza for an appetizer tooth.
The whole dinner total was about $30, not includinstead.
It took a long time for the waitress to come back ing tip. Although this was not the most positive
out and she didn't bring drinks until after she took dining experience I have ever had, I believe that the
the appetizer order. I got the distinct impression she skimpy service was not a matter of malice, but
inexperience. And if the crowd keeps up, the
was kind of new at this waiting tables business.
I chose a pasta plate with garlic and veggies. The situation will correct itself.
The pasta, well, I don't know how to explain that.
veggie patch pizza came but the waitress brought no
silverware or napkins, although she did bring little Hopefully, someone will show the cook how to make
plates for us. All we had were the soggy little sure it's done. On Applebee's side, the manager
squares that had been underneath our bar drinks. herself even came out and apologized for the entree,
It was several minutes later before we could grab which is something you don't see often.
Overall, visit number one to Applebee's rates a
her and get the materials we needed.
Nonetheless, the pizza was good. It's not saucy, 2.0 on a 4.0 scale. But don't write them off yet-at
but lots of veggies piled on a tortilla-like crust and least there is room for improvement. I'll be sure to
held together with cheese. It was delicious—I would go back and let you know how visit number two
turns out.
order it again.
Staff Writer
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Legendary band to play on Jekyll Island

Special to the G-A

The popular '70s group Paul
Revere and The Raiders will headline the 15th Annual Beach Music Festival at the Jekyll Island
Beach Deck from noon to 5 p.m. on
August 22, 1998. The Tarns,
Swingin' Madallions, and The
Coastline Band will also perform
at this event which has been recognized by the American Bus Association as a 1998 Top 100 Event
in North America and by the
Southeast Tourism Society as a
Top 20 Event in the Southeast.
Paul Revere and The Raiders
feature keyboardist and lead vocalist Paul Revere, who has affectionately been dubbed the "madman of rock n' roll" for his comedic, high-energy personality. The
band's famous hits include "Louie
Louie," considered by many to be
the ultimate party song ofall time,

and "Indian Reservation" which
sold nearly 3 million singles in
1971. The group has sold nearly
50 million albums and possesses
eight gold records.
Robert Lee Smith & The Original Tarns got their start performing in local taverns and
nightclubs, and released "What
Kind of Fool (Do You Think I
Am)". The group is best known
for their 1968 goldhit "Be Young,
Be Foolish, Be Happy."
Known as "the party band of
the south," the Swingin' Medallions began recording in 1966
and produced the number on hit
"Double Shot Of My Baby's
Love," After nearly 30 years of
entertaining, the Swingin' Medallions still play their past hits,
as well as new originals, and
popular classics of the '50s and
'60s.

Critter cook-off has students eating worms

By Kevin Head

Staff Writer

Have you ever wondered what
a mealworm taste like? How
about a cricket?
Me neither, but for anybody
that has wondered, July 20 was
your time to find out as the Biology department celebrated it's
6th annual Weed 'N' Six-legged
Critter Cookoff.
The cookoff was held in Biology building Lab 2223 in Professor French's biology class.
Among the list of food and
beverages was Weed-N-Critter
Lasagna,
Critter
Pizza,
Kudzukopita, White Pine Needle
Tea and Chocolate Chirpie Chip
Cookies.
The cookoff is used to demonstrate the sources of protein
available for human consumption that most people would not
normally consider. The cookoff
features the most extensive
menu of insect and weed-derived
delicacies in the southeast.
April Edwards, a junior in
Biology, after eating some of her

Muscadine Pound Cake, said " I
find the cookoff most interesting. I think most people could
tell a difference between it and
" I FIND THE COOKOFF
MOST INTERESTING. I
THINK MOST PEOPLE
COULD TELL A
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN IT
AND REAL FOOD."

—APRIL EDWARDS,
GSU JUINIOR
real food."
Professor French made up this
event as a replacement for a
weekend activity. He says that
over history insects in some cultures are considered a delicacy.
"Many people really couldn't
tell a difference," French said.
"The foods have good taste
and are really flavoring. The only
bad tasting ones are usually be-
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LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that work!
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT,
and we'll send you a free booklet
on how you can support prof—
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.

PREVENT
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Help make your children,
family, and community safer
from violence! Call

1-300-WE-PREVENT
for free action ideas
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COLE HAAN

Frontier's Internet Package Offers:
• $19.95 per month - unlimited access
• Local access - no toll charges
f
- from over 210 cities when you're traveling
• EREE activation - no connection fee
• FREE Software
'"
• Modem speeds up to 28.8 Kbps
• Toll-free support 24 hours per day
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With offers like these, how can you miss out?
Visit our Customer Solutions Center
the corner of East Grady and
Mulberry Streets or call 764-9131
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cause of bad recipes or overcooking. Insect eating has not
caught on because it is difficult
to get the poundage needed for
a full meal."
He jokes about establishing
a insect cooking restaurant
" Yeah but [I would put it ]
between the Golden Corral and
Longhorn and see what it could
do."
So if you have ever wondered what insects taste like,
then come next year to the Seventh annual Cookoff. It will be
an experience you will not forget.
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The Coastline Band from
Charlotte, N.C. performs a variety of beach music hits and was
named "The 1996 Group of the
Year" in the Carolinas, by the
Carolina Beach Music Industry.
The 15th Annual Beach Music Festival tickets are $7 per
person in advance and are
available at the Jekyll Island
Welcome Center and Convention Center, Friendly Express
and Gate Food Mart in south
Georgia and selected Jacksonville locations, Quick Change
Food Marts in southeast Georgia, Noland's Pharmacy in St.
Marys, Richmond Hill Pharmacy, Savannah Civic Center
Outlets, Magnolia Bluff Factory Shops Food Court in
Darien, or by calling the Jekyll
Island Welcome Center at 800841-6586 or 912-635-3636.

'your Hometown
Clothing Store
Away From Home

Get Caught Up in Our
World Wide Web Page
at
http://www.etp.gaeou.edu
5 S. Main Street • Downtown Statesboro • 764-4306»M-S MM
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We've Mastered the
Science of Student
Living!
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PLAYERS CLUB
A PA R T MEN T S

Now Leasing! (912) 871-6501
710 Georgia Ave, Statesboro, GA
30458
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